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Note from the Editor

Y

OU

W IL L

N O T IC E

THAT,

stitched into the middle of
this issue, is the first edition
of the Access in M on tan a hand
book. It’s meant to be pulled out
and used by journalists to consult
when en co u n terin g problem s in
obtaining access to meetings, docu
ments or courts in the state. The
te x t w as w ritten by g ra d u a tin g
senior Kyle Wood and generously
funded by the M o n ta n a F O I
Hotline. An online version of the
guide, utilizing unique advantages
of the web, such as links to other
sections and outside resources and
an unlimited copy hole for texts of
court decisions, will soon be avail
a b le , t o o , a t the J o u r n a lis m
School’s new home page.
Speaking of online, see
this issue’s excellen t c r i
tique of M o n ta n a ’s bud
ding w ebp ap ers, w ritten
by
P ro fe s s o r
D ennis
Swibold. His conclusion:
the potential outstrips reality.
And speaking o f o u tstrip p in g
reality, news media from around
the world descended on M ontana
this spring. Many painted a distort
ed picture of a wacky outback (my
personal favorite being a headline
in R o m e’s daily L a R e p u b b lic a :
“ M y ste rio u s M o n ta n a , land of
bears, trout and fanatical racists” ).
They are skewered in a piece by
Professor Sharon Barrett.
For M ontana reporters and edi
tors, it was hard enough to tell the
straight story about the militia and
F reem en , as fo rm er M issou lian
reporter Pat Sullivan w rites. And
for four photojournalism students,
2 MJR S u m m e r 1 9 9 6
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the capture of Ted Kaczynski, the
U nabom ber suspect, in Lin coln ,
proved a most worthwhile learning
experience.

O

NE

OF

T H O SE

ST U D EN T

s h o o te r s , D erek P r u itt,
looks at a m ore peaceful
subject in a photo story on a
lo g g e r in w in te r, w hile D an
M cCom b, a recent UM grad now
a p h o to g ra p h e r at the Spokane
S p okesm an -R ev iew ; recounts his
run-in with L .A . detective M ark
Fuhrman and rues how he himself
became part of the story.
Freelancers who live in M ontana
yet go off now and then to roam
the country and the globe in search
o f g o od yarn s seem to
have the best life possi
ble. But alas, Tom Nybo
relates in our lead piece,
there are some thorns in
this idyll — the constant
hustle and the ubiquitous
rejection slips.
C onstant hustle could also de
scribe the tough life of a w om an
reporter in Jap an , inching into a
m an’s w orld, in a profile by UM
grad stu d en t Liz Ich iz a w a . T he
increasin g co v erag e of w o m en ’s
sports is analyzed by Terri Ellefsen
and David Ledford of the Salt Lake
Tribune. In “ Cold cam eras, warm
hearts,” UM grad Natalie Ringland
assays her life as a video producer
on the N orth Slope. And ’96 grad
Mercy Davison charms Washington
Post movie critic Hal Hinson into
spilling some tricks of the trade.
Enjoy!
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Somewhere behind
the mask of this man on militia
maneuvers lies the truth. However,
covering the militia in Montana, as
well as the arrest of the Unabomber
suspect, proved to be full of pitfalls.
Photo by Dan McComb
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Editors ripped my flesh
Montana freelancers roam the planet, encountering
wild animalsy raging rapids — and plenty o f rejections
B y T hom as N

ybo

F

reelance journalist

T om Harpole is no rocket scien-

tist. He’s an intelligent man, but he’s no rocket scientist,

azines as staff writers, but a
few didn’t. Gary Turbak of
M isso u la tried teach in g
zine hired him to travel to Russia and hang out with an
junior high, but discovered
American astronaut preparing to launch into space and live
after three weeks on the job
that he hated it. Three days
aboard a Russian space station. “They sent me because I don’t
a fter he qu it teach in g ,
Turbak set out as a free
know anything about it,” Harpole says lancer. Harpole was a logger, but when an
from his home near Avon, Mont. “But she injured arm kept him from running a
knew if I went over there that I’d probably chainsaw, he looked for new employment.
get along well with these astronauts and A few years later, he was jumping out of
get them the kind of story they want — airplanes in Russia and getting paid to
write about it.
and that’s what happened.”
Harpole is one of a handful of full-time
Globetrotting and R olling Stone's cover
freelance journalists living in Montana, at
least when they’re not off cruising around
The notion of the freelancer as a dar
the planet chasing down stories. Working
out of spare bedrooms, private offices or, ing, globetrotting celebrity encountering
in Harpole’s case, a solar-powered studio adventure on every continent is entertain
hidden in the hills, these journalists collec ing, if based more on myth than fact.
tively crank out dozens of major stories A lthough abo u t as rare as Rw andan
each year. They cover territory from Butte, mountain gorillas, a few freelancers are
America, to Zimbabwe, Africa, and hun fly in g , paddling, scuba diving and
dreds of places in between. They log long spelunking their away around the globe,
hours, pay gargantuan phone bills and co v erin g events as diverse as the
often receive puny paychecks. But they call O k lah o m a C ity bom bing to , w ell,
their own shots — living by their words, Rwandan mountain gorillas. And they get
starving by their words. As freelancer Tim paid big bucks to do it.
After receiving a master’s degree from
Cahill puts it, sometimes being a freelance
journalist is like being a student who stays San Francisco State in 1970, Tim Cahill
joined the staff of Rolling Stone. Working
up late writing a paper.
“The problem is that the paper’s due at alongside writers like Joe Eszterhas (cur
T homas N ybo gradu
nine in the morning and if you don’t get rently Hollywood’s highest paid screen
ated from UM in 1994
an ‘A,’ then you don’t pay the mortgage writer) and Hunter S. Thompson, Cahill
and now works at the
helped make R ollin g Stone a household
and they take your house away,” he says.
Choteau Acantha .
Most of these journalists started their name. And when R ollin g S ton e started
careers working for newspapers and mag an oth er p u b lica tio n , O u t s id e , C ahill

which is exactly why an editor at the Smithsonian maga
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Robbins catches
up with
the news in a
Helena cafe.
[T homas N ybo ]

“In a period of 15
or 20 years, the peo
ple who you work
for in freelance jour
nalism builds geo
m etrically, so that
after 20 years in the
business, I have much
m ore work than I
could possibly han
dle,” he says. Cahill
gets the top pay scale
when he writes for a
magazine, which gen
erally runs about
$ 1 5 ,0 0 0 per article
depending on the
magazine, he says.
In addition to
m agazine a rticle s,
Cahill writes books,
many of which originated as magazine
pieces. Some of his book titles are even
m ore outland ish than his su b jects:
“Jaguars Ripped My Flesh,” “A Wolverine
Is Eating My Leg,” “Pecked to Death by
Ducks.” On the back cover of one book,
Cahill sums up his journalistic career:

climbed aboard, being as he “was one of
the few people in the Rolling Stone office
that ever went outside.”
When Outside was sold and its offices
moved from San Francisco to Chicago in
1977, Cahill decided against office life in
the Windy City. Instead, he opted to stay
out West and freelance. Among the places
VER THE PAST DECADE I ’VE JUMPED
C ahill considered moving to was
out of quite a few perfectly good
Montana, where he had covered the total
airplanes, been diving with tiger
eclipse of the sun that year from Seeley
sharks
off
the Great Barrier Reef and have
Lake.
“I liked it here and decided that I crawled creepy damp through the deepest
would move to Montana and see if I could caves of America; I’ve run some nasty
get out of the office — I’d been in the rapids, camped on every continent save
office at Rolling Stone and Outside for six A ntarctica, climbed a few m ountains,
or seven years at that time,” Cahill says traded bolts of red cloth for food in the
from his Livingston home. “So I moved up Amazon basin and surfed my kayak
through ice floes on waves thrown up by
here and tried to make it as a freelancer.”
Back in the late ’70s, a move of this calving tidewater glaciers. I’ve studied and
type was often seen by city slickers as a lived with m ountain g o rillas in the
sign of weakness, Cahill says. But this per Virunga volcanoes of Central A frica,
swum in the pool under the highest water
ception has changed.
“Instead of people seeing you as some fall in the world and flown with the Air
one living in Montana because you can’t Force into the eye of a hurricane.
“Various publications have actually
hack it in New York, they begin to see you
paid
me to live out my early dreams of
as someone who has successfully used the
travel
and adventure. Because competence
technology and managed to live a more
and
courage
consistently elude me, others
fulfilling and graceful life,” he says.
have
been
inspired
to realize their own
Cahill describes the world of magazine
fantasies,
reasoning,
quite
cogently I think,
editors in New York City as a game of
that
they
could
hardly
do
worse than I
musical chairs, in which editors frequently
have
done.
I
like
that;
I
like
to
think that I
move from magazine to magazine. By the
am
in
the
business
of
giving
people
back
time Cahill set out as a freelancer, many of
their
dreams.”
the people he w orked with in San
When it comes to avoiding danger
Francisco were playing the game in New
while
skydiving, scuba diving and kayakYork.

j

O

“Various
publications
have actually
paid me to live
out my early
dreams o f travel
and adventure. "
—Tim Cahill

:

I
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss25/1
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ing, Cahill carries his own version of life
insurance.
I try to have somebody along who’s
very good at it, and who looks real bad if
I get h u rt,” C ahill says, half jokingly.
But I m 51 now — I’ve had knee surgery,
I’ve had malaria. I keep thinking that I
need to slow down a little bit.”
Late paychecks and Penthouse
For many freelance journalists — even
those with Ivy League educations — the
lifestyle can be psychologically and finan
cially taxing, especially if you’re trying to
make a living off words alone.
Take Amy Linn, for example. From an
early age, Linn dreamt of being a writer.
She studied English at the University of
C aliforn ia at Berkeley and spent long
nights writing stories for the student news
paper. And when Linn graduated, she
entered Columbia’s School of Journalism,
where she earned a master’s degree.
With sheepskin in hand, Linn headed
south to Florida, working for two years as
a general assig n m en t rep o rter at the
Miami H erald. After Miami came a stint
at the San Francisco Exam iner, and then a
job at the Philadelphia Inquirer, where she
wound up at the features desk.
“I started writing magazine articles for
the Sunday m a g a z in e ,” Linn says.
“Magazine writing was something that I
always wanted to do — I mean, it was
something that I thought really marked
you as a good writer. It didn’t seem like
writing a news story was the same, and it’s
not the same.”
The Philadelphia In qu irer work whet
ted Linn’s appetite for freelancing, and she
q u it the paper in 1 9 9 1 . She w ent to
M isso u la , w here she en tered The
University of M ontana’s graduate program
in creative writing.
In Missoula, Linn studied and hung out
with w riter and o ccasio n al freelancer
William Kittredge, edited news stories at
the Missoula Independen t, and developed
further contacts in the world of maga
zines. In 1 9 93, Linn received a master’s
degree in creative writing and exited acad
emia, entering a new chapter of her writ
ing life, this time as a freelancer.
Linn labored in the spare bedroom of
her Missoula home, getting her work pub
lished, but experiencing much frustration.
“I was kind of stuck in this 1,200- to
1,500-word rut,” she says. “I seemed to

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

kind of languish in that no-man’s land for
almost the first year.”
Linn sent out queries for a story she
was researching on the sexual side effects
of taking Prozac and other anti-depression
drugs. P en th ou se liked her query letter
and gave Linn the go-ahead to write the
story. N o-m an’s land seemed a distant
memory.
“I thought it was going to be my big
break, a 4,000-word piece,” Linn says.
She wrote the story and sent it to her
editor at Penthouse and waited. And wait
ed. P en th o u s e held the story, and her
check, for a year. When the story ran, it
was half its original length, which didn’t
upset Linn so much as where the story
appeared in the magazine.
“It wound up in this ridiculous section
of the magazine called ‘The Penis Page,”’
she says. “I had been told originally that it
was just going to be a regular feature
story, not something with this ridiculous
heading over it. So that was pretty tough
to take, and it’s certainly not a clip I show
to people.”
At the beginning o f the m agazine,
where contributors’ names are listed, a
seductive picture of some nameless, nude,
larg e-b reasted w om an accom panied
Linn’s name and a preview of her story.
Linn was h o rrified . M ak in g m atters
worse, she accepted the magazine’s first
payment offer for the story rather than
trying to negotiate for more money, which
left her in a financial bind.

“Magazine
writing was
something that I
always wanted
to do — I mean,
it was something
that I thought
really marked
you as a good
writer. "
— Amy Linn

I

T WAS ACTUALLY A REALLY BAD D E A L ,”

Linn says. “But I needed a feature story
and I wanted it to kick off my career
and I didn’t negotiate for anything better.
They didn’t even pay my expenses, which
is absolutely crazy. I’ve never run into that
again. I had a lot o f expenses, so the
$3,000 didn’t go very far.”
But Linn experienced success as well.
She had stories published in O utside and
A udubon, to name just a few. But when
Linn sent large packages to T h e N ew
Y orker and Harper's, the magazines’ edi
tors didn’t even reply.
Rejection, coupled with the financial
unpredictabilities of magazine writing,
helped Linn decide to get out of the free
lancing racket and take a journalism job
at a weekly paper in San Francisco, where
she now collects a steady paycheck, and
about twice what she made in a year as a
freelancer.
S u m me r
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Rejection as wallpaper
Harpole was 39 years old when he sold
his first story, and by the time of that ini
tial sale, he had a firm grip on the aspiring
freelancer’s first lesson in the world of
magazine writing: rejection. As a begin
ning freelancer, Harpole sent out loads of
queries. And when the rejection letters
from m agazines started piling up, he

“It happened on a Wednesday and I got
home on Sunday night, and by the follow
ing Thursday I had six (query) letters
out,” Harpole says. Out of the event, he
sold half a dozen stories — to a securities
magazine, a glass magazine, a couple of
architectural magazines, and a construc
tion magazine.
Although Harpole is a relative new
comer to freelancing, he has mastered the
art of networking, a skill that has allowed

Harpole peers into his
humbling outhouse, lined
with dozens of rejection let
ters from publishers.
[T homas N ybo ]

“When you get
kind o f a track
record, then you
get people just
calling you and
saying, ‘Would
you come and do
this?’ Like in
Oklahoma City
or Russia. ”
—Tom Harpole

6 MJR S u mme r 1 9 9 6
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turned the letters into something useful:
wallpaper for his outhouse.
“I’ve got a real high-class, two-hole
outhouse out there and it’s papered with
rejections because I need something to
keep me humble when I’m sitting in this
gorgeous outhouse,” he says.
Although Harpole isn’t a rocket scien
tist, he is an explosives expert. And when
the Alfred P. M urrah Federal Building
blew up in Oklahoma City on April 19,
1995, Harpole received a call from a civil
engineer within an hour of the bombing.
“I didn’t even know what had hap
pened, and this guy ca lls me from
Philadelphia and says, ‘Harp, you want to
meet me down there and see what hap
pened?’” he says.
After receiving clearance from the FBI,
Harpole spent four days surveying the
wreckage. He examined the different types
of glass — how it broke, the distance it
travelled — as he mentally reconstructed
the blast from a technical standpoint.

him to work out of a studio that he built
in the Montana hills within walking dis
tance of the Little Blackfoot River. There
are no power lines in the area; his fax
machine and computer are powered by
solar panels, and the studio is heated by
geothermal springs. But isolation hasn’t
kept Harpole from writing about topics
the world over, an arrangement that he
credits to networking.

W

HAT I ’ M DOING IS CONSTANTLY

keeping in touch with people
and proposing ideas,” he says.
“When you get kind of a track record,
then you get people just calling you and
saying, ‘Would you come and do this?’
Like in Oklahoma City or Russia.”
Since he started freelancing six years
ago, Harpole has travelled to Russia 10
times, scouted the aftermath of Hurricane
Hugo, and driven 2,500 kilometers across
Brazil in a rented Chevy truck to research

8
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agricultural technology. His next adven
ture is flying F-16s with the Thunderbirds.
Persistence Pays
Jim Robbins moved to Helena, about
the same time Cahill arrived in Livingston,
and has been a freelancer for the past 15
years. However, without the advantage of
moving from a staff position on a national
magazine like R ollin g S ton e or O u tsid e,
Robbins’ has been a career o f constant
hustle, especially when it comes to propos
ing story ideas.
“I still have to bombard the East Coast
with queries all the tim e,” he says over
coffee in a Helena cafe. “I can never sit
back and let the phone ring — I have to
keep writing queries. Fifteen years and I’ve
always been under the gun. Still am, but
it’s gotten easier.”
Even though Robbins was writing for
large m arkets such as Th e New Y ork
Times, the L o s Angeles Tim es M agazine,
A u d u bon and O u tside, he says he grew
accu stom ed to m aking only betw een
$18,000 and $20,000 per year.
During the past few years, however,
R o b b in s’ stock has risen. In 1 9 9 4 , his
b o o k “ L a st R efu g e: E n v iro n m en ta l
Show d ow n in Y e llo w sto n e and the
American West” was published to critical
acclaim. And this year, Vanity Fair paid
him $ 2 0 ,0 0 0 to w rite a sto ry on the
Yanomami Indians, a threatened tribe liv
ing deep in the Amazon. But he’s still not
living in Fat City.
“I might not get paid anything for three
months and then I might get $ 9 ,0 0 0 ,” he
says. “ I t ’s hard to m ake reg u lar pay
ments.”
Financial threats aren’t the only dangers
he’s encountered . In the course o f his
reporting, Robbins has travelled to far-off
places such as Brazil, Chile, Bolivia and
Argentina. For eight days, Robbins lived
in a remote village in the Andes, 200 miles
from the nearest road. Aside from a few
m issionaries, the natives were unaccus
tomed to seeing foreigners. When Robbins
witnessed one of their all-night rituals, he
realized just how far from Helena he really
was.
“I wouldn’t say I felt like I was going to
get killed, but I was curious about what
was going on,” he says.
The natives — decorated with red body
paint — snorted hallucinogens and danced

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

naked all night, wielding machetes and
giant bow and arrows all the while.
“Every five minutes they’d dance by my
hammock, screaming and having a good
time, but armed to the teeth,” Robbins
says.

“So the next
Monday

is s o u l a

M

freela n cer

G ary

Turbak realized that he couldn’t
be a freelancer without winning
the lottery, or at least having a wife with a
steady paycheck. Luckily for Turbak, the
con sisten t money his wife makes as a
school teacher enabled him to jump into
the freelancing racket without financial
worry.
When asked what it takes to make it as
a freelancer, Turbak doesn’t mention talent
and a gift with words. He talks about
money and perseverance.
“It takes somebody helping out finan
cially, so you don’t have to sweat from day
one where the grocery money is going to
come from,” he says. “And you’ve got to
be stubborn and thick-skinned, I guess.”
Because he had sold a few stories to
magazines the summer before, he decided
to quit teaching and give freelancing a
shot. He quit teaching on a Friday.
“So the next Monday morning when I
got up, I was a freelance writer — Presto
(continued on p. 43)

morning when I
got up, I was a
freelance writer
— Presto l —

which meant
nothing o f
course. "
— Gary Turbak

Knox and Baum turn out
their freelance work from a
cramped office in Missoula.
[Ann W illiamson ]
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Capturing Kaczynski
You're the first photojournalist to grab a shot o f the
Unabomber suspect. What do you do now?
By C lemens P. W ork

hat news there was, was far away. Secretary of

W

Commerce Ron Brown’s plane had crashed in
Croatia, but UM journalism graduate student

maybe 10 seco n d s,” says
Rec, as the agents marched
the suspect into the building.
early April as he mooned over his portfolio. Why couldn’t he
By the tim e the students
found the locked FBI office
get a summer internship, he asked himself. The phone rang
on the third floor, the chance
was
gone.
But
Adams needed a bathroom,
in Professor Patty Reksten’s office next
badly.
And
behind
the men’s room door
door. She sauntered in. “That was the
were
voices.
Two
students
waited outside
N ew Y ork T i m e s ,” she an nou n ced .
the
door,
the
other
two
down
the hall.
“Anybody want to shoot the Unabomber
Agents
and
suspect
emerged.
“Got
five
suspect they just arrested in Lincoln?”
Pruitt and fellow graduate student Steve frames; kept my finger on the motor drive;
Adams scrambled. “All the rules were bro should’ve stayed in front of them,” Adams
ken,” recalls Adams. “We had to fill up recounts. “I got three frames,” says Pruitt.
my Blazer. Our cameras had no film; the “They walked past; didn’t say a word.”
At the o ffice s o f the H elena
film was in the freezer,”
In Lincoln, some 80 miles east, stone Independen t-R ecord, the students at first
faced FBI agents blocked Stemple Pass had a hard time persuading the local staff
R oad . Sh o o ters and rep o rters m illed to develop their exclusive shots. The doubt
around for hours. Near sunset, “a white dissolved as the images emerged. Pruitt,
Bronco headed out again, and we could though, hesitated to transmit his images to
barely see the silhouette of a kind of wild New York until the I-R had finished send
haired guy through the tinted glass,” says ing some local sports shots through its sin
gle machine. Later he caught hell from the
Pruitt. On instinct, they followed.
Two J-school undergraduates, senior Tim es’ photo editor, who received his shot
Greg Rec and junior Bruce Ely, an intern for the final edition only.
Rec sent a shot to the Denver Post,
at the M isso u lia n but on his day o ff,
joined the chase toward Helena, another with whom he was already on contract.
hour sou theast. “ I was d riv in g ,” Rec But the students knew that they had a rare
rem em bers. “ (Highway) 2 0 0 gets real commodity with a shelf life shorter than
straight. I was cleaning lenses, loading my hamburger. “We realized we should band
camera with one hand.” But Rec is a skep together and sell our shots as a package,”
tic. “I really thought they were going to says Adams.
C lem W ork is a
They started calling for advice. “My
professor at the
stop at a restaurant and get out and laugh
first
question was, ‘Who owns our shots?’
University of Montana
at us.”
School of Journalism
We
didn’t
want to step on toes or break
In Helena, the Bronco circled a build
the
law
or
get
sued, but on the other hand,
ing, parked across the street, then agents
we
didn’t
want
to get ripped off.”
stepped out with Ted Kaczynski. “We had

Derek Pruitt didn’t much care that Wednesday afternoon in
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Photographers Tom Bauer and Mike
Gallagher at the Missoulian advised them
to sell to an agency. “As a freelancer, it’s a
lo t m ore p r e c a r io u s ,” says Bauer.
“(Agency sales) are your bread and but
ter.”
“I didn’t even know what an agency
w as,” says Pruitt. He soon found out.
“The four of us were on four telephones
in the (I-R ) n ew sroom ,” says Adams.
“Gamma(-Liaison) called. And Sygma and
AFP and Reuters and P eople and Tim e.”
And the Associated Press.
“AP had agreed on $5,000 for the shots
and we were almost to the point where
that was fine,” Rec remembers. “But then
things sort of evolved.” As Ely recalls,
“Sygma and Gamma started calling, say
ing we would do better with them.”
Meanwhile, “the AP guy in Denver was
telling me we had a responsibility to the
readers of the nation to sell to them,” says
Rec. “He never got gruff or loud, but he
started saying if I didn’t send the photos,
I’d be harming my career.”
AP s t a f f p h o t o g in
Denver, recalls the con versation
som ew hat d ifferen tly. “ AP’s the
largest newsgathering organization in the
world...and it’s our membership that owns
and runs it. The exposure for these kids
would have been fantastic,” he says. “I
had a feeling though that they were out to
make the big bucks. They were asking fan
tastic prices and every minute they were
negotiating, they were missing deadlines as
far as U.S. papers go.”
Andrieski says he didn’t threaten Rec.
“I did say ‘You’ve got a long road to go in
this business. This is a one-tim e shot.
Don’t ruin your career over th at.’ You
know, students want to get into this field
and sometime down the road some editor
m ight say ‘T h ese are the p rick s who
w ouldn’t let us have th at picture th at
night.’”
The negotiation with AP continued up
the line to New York. Ely did most of the
palavering. “They said, ‘As journalists,
should you be doing this (selling to an
agency)?’ They were leaning on me more,
and I kinda stopped listening,” says Ely.
Sygma wanted to deal in the morning.
“But I knew [Kaczynski] was going to be
arraigned then and our photos wouldn’t
be worth much (after similar photos were
taken),” says Adams. “We wanted to cut a
deal and go home.”
d

E

A n d r ie s k i,
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Gamma agent Florence Nash offered a
60-40 split, with $2,500 up front. It was
nearing midnight. The deal was done.
P ru itt and R ec stayed up all night
wrestling with modems and pesky soft
ware to transmit the shots to Gamma.
The next m orning, N ew sw eek paid
$ 2 6 ,0 0 0 for a cover and several inside
shots. “Flo asked me if a I had a good
travel agent,” says Rec. Other sales to
P eople and other magazines, even a book,
followed.
Weeks later, the students had still not
seen a co n tra c t from Gam m a or an
accounting of their sales. They know they
own their negatives but are unclear how
far their rights extend. But they are uncon
cerned. “The news of what we did has
traveled so far that if Gamma were not to
pay us, th at would raise a bit o f an
uproar,” observes Rec.
Only Ely thinks he’ll put his shot in his
portfolio. “It won’t make it in mine,” says
Rec. “It should be able to stand on its
own, not be spectacular because who’s in
it.” Pruitt allows as he might use a slide of
the N ew sw eek cover.
All agree the episode could have some
beneficial impact on their photojournalism
careers, though they modestly attribute
most of their success to dumb luck. “I
hope this isn’t a once-in-a-lifetime deal,”
says Pruitt. “If so,” quips Adams, “it was
over too quick.”
m jr

The Lincoln quartet from left:
D erek P ruitt, Bozeman. Interning
at Quincy, Mass. Patriot-Ledger.
Used: Canon EOS 1, 28-70 mm AF
zoom, Fujicolor 800. Lesson:
“When you work for the New York
Times, transmit to them first.”
B ruce E ly, Spokane. Interning at
Wichita Eagle. Used: Nikon N90S
and Nikon F4,24m m and 85 mm
lenses, Fujicolor 800. Lesson: “I’d
lean a lot more toward AP because
of their wider distribution.”
G reg R ec, Baltic, Conn. Interning
at Boston Globe. Used: Canon
EOS IN , 20-35 mm AF zoom,
Fujicolor 800. Lesson: “Know a lot
more about photo rights. Those
phone negotiations were a baptism
by fire.”
Steve Adams, Missoula. Interning
at Indianapolis StarfNews. Used
Nikon FM 2, 20-35mmAF zoom,
Fujicolor 800. Lesson: “Put a little
card with names and numbers of
photo agencies in my camera bag.”
[Photos by G reg R ec]
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Their bytes are worse than their bark
With one significant exception, state newspapers’
online services fall far short o f their promise
B y D e n n is S w ib o l d

s scoops go, it was hardly worth mentioning — an

A

update on negotiations between the FBI and a covey of
armed Freemen roosting on a farm outside Jordan. It’s

broadcast the same piece in
its afternoon report. “We
likely that few readers noticed the coup, but Dennis Gaub, a
beat radio by about 10 min
u tes,” Gaub recalls. “We
both
had
it
from
AP, but we had it first.
veteran Montana newspaperman, knew he
What I would really like is the satisfaction
had pulled off something special.
The Associated Press had cranked out of having our own coverage from our own
leads from “Justus Township” throughout reporters.”
Gaub’s small victory reflects the excite
that April day, but it would be morning
before Gaub’s paper, the Billings Gazette, ment driving Montana papers to join the
could carry the story that had caught the roughly 800 U.S. newspapers with online
nation’s attention. Local broadcasters publications. With publishers dreaming of
would have told the tale long before then, new revenue, editors see the promise of
leaving the paper little choice but to more im m ediate news, more in-depth
scramble for second-day angles and back news and a greater intimacy with readers.
By now most American newspapers
grounders.
But the fire to be first dies hard, and on have at least acknowledged the need go
that spring day Gaub refused to be bound online, if only for defensive reasons.
by a daily deadline, an inflexible press Electronic publication is getting too visible
schedule, or the demands of far-flung to ignore. And because the technology is
delivery routes. In that moment, Gaub relatively inexpensive and easy to use,
completed a metamorphosis he’d begun a going online is a small gamble for newspa
few weeks before and became a new breed pers large and small, even if the audience
for online local news remains small and
of journalist.
Call him a printcaster. Call him an elec difficult to define, and no one is making
tronic newsman. Call him a webtop editor. any real money at it.
Getting online, however, is the easy
Call him anything but late with the story.
Back at the G azette, where they call part. Figuring out what to do there and,
him “online project manager,” Gaub was more importantly, how to fulfill electronic
monitoring the AP’s Freemen coverage for publication’s promise as a news medium is
his paper’s new electronic publication, proving more difficult, especially for small,
D ennis Swibold
Gazette Online. As a final version moved understaffed publications like those in
is an associate
for afternoon newscasts, he rushed its Montana.
professor at the UM
So far, only three Montana dailies —
translation into hypertext markup lan
School of Journalism
guage, or HTML, the programming code the M issoulian, the Billings G azette and
for the World Wide Web. The story mate the Bozeman D aily C h ro n ic le — have
rialized on Gazette Online minutes before online editions, although the Great Falls
the local National Public Radio affiliate T rib u n e was planning to launch one.
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Weekly newspapers, including the Western
N ew s, the Bigfork E a g le and the Lake
County Leader, have been online pioneers,
and so has the Kaim in, the University of
Montana’s student daily.
Although their online news strategies
differ, all of these publications are break
ing new ground in a medium that allows
them to supplement the daily newspaper
without the constraints of deadlines or a
limited news hole.
Some examples:
— When the flooding struck the town
of Libby last year, the Western N ew s used
the paper’s web site to carry photographs
the paper did not have space for.
— Besides updating its wire service cov
erage of the Freemen, Gazette Online car
ried, verbatim , the indictments handed
down against the Freemen. The newspaper
couldn’t afford the space.
— In Bozeman, the C hronicle is launch
ing a high-speed search and retrieval data
base containing all of the paper’s local
news, the AP news wire, Montana weather
and other bulletins, indexed by topic or
headline. The paper’s online readers can
already engage in online conversations
about the news and other topics.
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— Online readers of the K aim in can
search through the paper’s electron ic
archive for information from past issues.

D

e s p it e

su c h

effo rts

and

e n t h u s i-

asm, M ontana’s online pioneers
are struggling to keep the medi
um’s promise of more speed, depth and
interactivity in news reports. Much of
what passes for online news has been
shoveled directly from the newspaper, and
while that may be enough for those few
readers who prefer to read their daily
paper on computer screens, it makes scant
use of the Web’s power.
A tour of Montana’s electronic newspa
pers tells the story. So far, little local news
is updated throughout the news cycle, and
some of what does run is abbreviated, as if
space were precious. Worse, some news
stories and features linger online for days,
weeks and even months. Editors some
times place embargoes on their electronic
edition to ensure that their newspaper sub
scribers get the news before online readers.
So much for immediacy.
Depth is another promise unfulfilled.
Most of Montana’s electronic newspapers
offer good links to sites outside the paper

Dennis Gaub, online
projects manager at the
Billings Gazette, believes
online newspapers can
score a beat on broad
cast media.
[L arry M ayer,
Billings G azette]
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from the paper,” says the C h r o n ic le ’s
Wilke. I*Iis newsroom’s contribution to the
paper’s web site amounts to a few minutes
each day from one copy editor.
The connection between online quality
and new sroom resources seems clear
enough. As of this writing, Gazette Online
S F O R T H E N E W S C O N T E N T IT S E L F ,
all Montana web editions generally is without question the state’s best online
carry their newspapers’ top stories, news service in content, sophistication of
design and effort to make a fuller use of
but much of what passes for news onitsthe
web papers is softer stuff. Features on the medium. Gaub, the project’s full-time
Western artists and community heroes and manager, supervises a full-time designer
tourist attractions abound. There are pho and half-time clerk who translates news
tographs of m ajestic mountains, co o k  stories and photos from the paper into
books and even tips on whitewater recre HTML code for the web.
M on tan a’s other online newspapers
ation and fishing. It’s a strategy aimed at
web-surfing Montana wannabes and expa should be so lucky. At the M issoulian,
triates, and the result is a web site any News Editor Dave Knadler is one of two
Chamber of Commerce could be proud of. newsroom employees responsible for pro
Such a strategy no doubt attracts its share ducing Missoulian Online, in addition to
of out-of-state browsers, but without a th eir duties on the daily newspaper.
strong local and regional news report, it’s Knadler, who began the paper’s online
doubtful Montana’s webpapers can build experiment with a reporter more than a
year ago, admits that it’s been tough to
a serious local audience.
Interactivity remains a problem, too. keep up, especially when the reporter left
Although all of M ontana’s online news for another job. For the first year, work
sites offer readers a chance to respond via ing on the web page was “a volunteer,
em ail, little of that mail is posted for after-hours effort.”
That may be changing. Knadler recent
brow sers to see. Only the Bozem an
ly
hired an assistant news editor who is
Chronicle has ventured into the uncharted
supposed
to devote 2 0 percent of her
territory of chat rooms and discussion
groups, and the early returns haven’t work week to online news. Even so, that’s
excited the paper’s managing editor, Bill barely time to do more than make sure the
Wilke. The audience is small and the con web site is updated daily with a few fresh
versation less than stimulating, he says. stories from the paper. “If we really hit the
“There are categories where people can news hard, it would take a lot of time and
exchange messages,” he says, “but what a lot of people,” Knadler adds.
I t ’s the sam e story at the weekly
I’ve seen is mindless blather, mostly.”
Nevertheless, in the chaotic democracy Western News, where the ability to break
of the Internet, readers do expect a say. news daily or even hourly holds a particu
The G azette’s Gaub insists that interaction lar attraction. Still, reporter Joe Chopyak
among readers must be a hallm ark of struggles to meet his primary obligation.
regional online services. “That’s going to Feeding the online creature he created in
be an important part of what we do,” he his spare tim e com es much later.
says. “People don’t just want to talk back “Unfortunately, my duties elsewhere in
to you, they want to talk among them this business don’t allow me to spend a
great deal o f time doing Web pages,”
selves.”
N one o f this criticism is news to Chopyak says. “But this is definitely some
Montana’s online trailblazers, who know thing that will change in the future.”
that the expectations for cybernews are
e a n w h il e , t h e r e a r e o t h e r
running far ahead of reality. In most cases
obstacles to improving online
they have little support. Only Gazette
news, not the least of which is
Online has journalists assigned full-time to
the
newspapers’
fear that their free online
the effort. At other papers, web editions
offspring
will
cut
into the papers’ paid cir
are produced by staffers with a special
interest in the project and only after their culation. Consequently, the online strategy
regular jobs are done. Even then, their at many small newspapers is to design web
contributions are often viewed as a cost. sites with just enough news to attract
“Anything we do online takes staff away online readers to the newspaper itself. In

— to In ternet providers, advertisers,
weather reports, government and civic
organizations. But links within news sto
ries to related articles or source material
— another promise of the web — are rare.

A
the online strate
gy at many small
newspapers is to
design web sites
with just enough
news to attract
online readers to
the newspaper
itself.

M
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that sense, their web editions are more like
e le c tro n ic tea sers or p ro m o tio n a l
brochures than newspapers.
“We wanted to make a tool that points
to the p a p e r,” says the M is s o u lia n ’s
Knadler. “We wanted to put selected sto
ries on (the website), but we were not try
ing to be a real comprehensive newspaper.
We’ve added links to advertisers, and we
have sold some subscriptions. We didn’t
want to duplicate coverage.”
The C hron icle's Wilke worries about
duplicating coverage, too. He insists that
local stories be held from the paper’s elec
tronic services for at least 1 2 hours so the
paper’s readers see them first. Even so,
he’s not sure it matters much because the
local online audience is so small.
Other newspaper editors are beginning
to suspect that their fears o f in-house,
online competition are groundless. Early
research suggests that most local online
readers already subscribe to the paper
because the paper offers more information
and it’s easier to read on the couch. Given
that, many papers see online news as a
way to expand on the paper’s coverage
and to attract younger readers who tend
to be more comfortable with computers
and less likely to read newspapers.
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Gaub of the Gazette doesn’t worry that
better online news will cost the paper sub
scribers. The Gazette, which sells Internet
access, uses its online news to attract
Internet customers “who want news at
times more convenient to them, in the
‘wee hours’ before the carrier arrives or
before they purchase a copy in a box or at
the store,” he says. The rest of the paper’s
o n lin e audience com prises M on tan a
“expatriates,’’others with ties to the state
and those simply interested in the region
or its news — the Freem en and
Unabomber coverage, for example.
“I doubt very much that people will
drop th eir su b scrip tio n to the p rint
G a z e t t e and rep lace it w ith the free
Gazette Online. . . ,” Gaub says. “This
is a complementary service that will help
us reach (those) who do not subscribe to
the print Gazette. ”
Ultimately, the biggest challenge facing
online news is to change the mind sets of
overtaxed newspaper journalists condi
tioned to meet the paper’s needs first and
to respect the limits of daily deadlines and
a finite news hole. Given the lack of staff
and time and the pressures of putting out
a daily newspaper, it’s often hard for edi
tors to see opportunities for online news.

Flags of some Montana
webpapers.
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“The lesson
learned in cyber
space publishing
is to learn to love
your former ene
mies, because
you.may need
them to succeed
online, "
—Steve Outing
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Last spring, when hundreds of people watch and learn from larger news organi
were evacuated from Alberton to escape zations.
deadly chlorine gas leaking from a train
If that’s true, newspapers and newscast
derailment, Missoulian reporters and edi ers probably need each other online. “In
tors scrambled to cover the story. The next an ocean of Web sites, it’s too difficult for
day’s paper exemplified newspaper cover a single news organization to get noticed
age at its best, offering stories detailing and succeed, or even stay afloat,” writes
almost every aspect of the disaster. But it Steve Outing, who analyzes newspapers
was three days before any of those stories and new media for E ditor & Publisher.
found their way to the Missoulian Online. “They need to partner and ally with other
Nor did editors consider offering online companies, other media.”
readers updates as the emergency devel
rU S T AS MAJOR NEWSPAPERS AND network
oped. “We didn’t think about that,” says
Knadler.
news divisions have com bined in
|online services, smaller newspapers
Meanwhile, the standards for online
uld enter joint ventures with other local
news rise daily.
— Last fall, editors of The Salt Lake TV and radio news departments, which
T ribun e, a morning paper, hired court have even more limited resources. As of
stenographers to transcribe a midday press this writing, M issoula’s KPAX-TV and
conference held by a tearful Rep. Enid M ontana’s NBC affiliates in Kalispell,
W aldholtz, whose estranged husband Missoula, Butte and Bozeman have web
allegedly wrote piles of bad checks on her sites that offer program schedules, sales
campaign accounts. The transcripts were information, links to network sites and
fed directly to the Trib’s online publica perhaps a little weather, but no local news.
“The lesson learned in cyberspace pub
tion, yielding a record number of “hits.”
— The Los Angeles Times recently went lishing is to learn to love your former ene
on the web, offering a free news retrieval mies, because you may need them to suc
service. Readers list their favorite topics ceed online,” Outing says.
Montana’s pioneers in online news need
and the service fetches relevant stories
from the Times and Associated Press. The more resources to continue their develop
site also offers video and video files, such ment, despite small early returns in audi
as California highway patrolman’s recent ence and revenue. The challenge is to
tape recording of lawmen allegedly beat attract an audience for what only newspa
pers can provide: local news.
ing illegal immigrants.
And th at requires a new mind set.
— The Boston G lobe has broken barri
ers and joined nine TV and radio stations Dennis Gaub’s minor scoop in April is just
in web site that also provides links to a start. “We’re looking for those kinds of
museums, libraries, universities and gov opportunities,” he says.
One of Gaub’s dreams is a network of
ernment offices.
— ABC News, The Washington Post, correspondents armed with modems and
N ew sw eek, AP and R oll C all magazine digital cameras who could provide almost
jointly sponsor Election Line, a site with immediate coverage of breaking news such
news and links to state and national infor as disasters. “What I’d really like to read
is a wire story that says ‘as reported in
mation about this fall’s general election.
— PBS’s documentary series Frontline Gazette Online,’” he adds.
Meanwhile, it’s tough enough to pro
directs viewers at the end of each episode
vide
what the online audience wants.
to a special website that features in-depth
“People
are always demanding this or
articles about the show’s topic, reading
lists, and links to sources of additional that,” says the Chronicle’s Wilke. “There’s
information. Online readers also get the a big interest in sports scores.”
Gaub recently received an email mes
chance to react to the show and read the
sage from a Southern professor known for
reaction of others.
In view of the almost daily advance his studies of online journalism. The sub
ments in online news, the challenge facing ject, however, was hardly academic.
“He’s, a Baker native,” Gaub said. “He
sm aller papers is im m ense. The
M issoulian’s Dave Knadler suggests that wanted to know why we didn’t carry
serious experimentation in online news is Baker’s scores from the state class B bas
m jr
beyond the resou rces o f many sm all ketball tournament.”
papers. He believes they can only wait,
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Horse Logger

Photos and text
by

| ih e forest is silent amid the sparkling
snowflakes that drift from the
X
branches of Ponderosa pines and
douglas fir in the Bitterroot Mountains.

t

After apprenticing to learn the trade and to
get some capital, Dave bought two Belgian
draft horses, Tilly and Jill, that have greater
endurance and strength than mules.

It is cold enough that the snow
squeaks underfoot. A team of Belgian
draft horses approaches from a narrow
path through the trees; the center of the
path is worn to a smooth trough where
hundreds of logs have been pulled out of
this forest property. The Belgians, Tilly
and Jill, puff plumes of steam not so dif
ferent from an old locomotive and the
ground rumbles slightly underfoot as
nearly two tons of horse strain against
two tons of log. Dave Sturman smiles
through his frozen mask of a beard and
encourages the team forward to the load
ing deck where he is collecting a load of
timber for the truck that arrives today
from Darby Lumber.
Dave, 39, has been selectively logging
small Montana forest properties for over
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D erek Pruitt

three years and he has been
living in his wall tent under a
canopy of evergreens for half
that time. When Dave started
logging, he used to rent inexpensive
apartments in the Bitterroot Valley and
drive to his work sites, but he tired of
dealing with frozen pipes in cold houses
and being away from his horses. The
hassles of driving on crowded highways
was one of the things that had driven
him away from his home state of
Maryland.
“Every morning I would have to wake
up and listen to the ‘Eye-in-the-Sky’ traf
fic report to figure out which way was
blocked going to work,” Dave said.
Living on-site has taken almost all the
traveling by car out of his life and there
aren’t any traffic reports. In the forest,
Dave gets in his mid-70s red Ford pickup
only when he needs supplies or when he
needs to pump water from a local creek.
S u mme r
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Dave made a pen with a solar-powered
electric fence that makes for only a short
walk to feed, water and work his horses.
Tilly, 8 , and Jill, 14, were trained when Dave
bought them, but each horse and driver has
a different personality so it takes a while to
learn to work together. Dave feels Tilly
spoils him by being even tempered while Jill
tests his patience by being flighty and tem
peramental. Dave is looking to replace Jill
because of her personality and also because
at 1,730 pounds, she is over two hundred
pounds lighter than Tilly, which makes for
an unbalanced team. But he hasn’t found
the right match for Tilly yet. He’s becoming
more particular as he learns his business.
The tent living and the horses are just a
part of Dave’s logging business. Dave has
been noticing increasing interest from envi
ronmentally minded people who want low
impact logging done on their Montana prop
erties. Much of the time these properties
will be logged to remove diseased trees or to
thin overgrown areas. When asked how he
knows what trees to cut, Dave will cite the
books he has read on forest management or
the workshops he has attended, but when it
comes right down to it Dave tries to work
like nature.
“I look into an area that’s been undis
turbed by man, areas that have burned sev
eral times,” Dave said. “There are big open
stands of Ponderosa with very little under
story.” Dave works with Tilly and Jill to
return forests to that pristine state.
Some day, maybe five years from now,
Dave looks forward to having his own place
to work from, but until then he’ll continue
to live on-site to keep his overhead low. In
the meantime, he wants to explore new ways
to further utilize the wood product that he
works with.
“Right now the best dollar return is chop
ping it into firewood, but that’s too labor
intensive,” Dave said. He would prefer to
set up a portable saw mill that he can use to
produce environmentally friendly products
which he says can bring a 10-15 percent pre
mium in today’s market.
m jr
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Dave enjoys being in
the woods away from
the chaos of the world.
When it is light out, he
works; when it’s dark,
the horses and the
chainsaw get put
away. At night, he
lights candles to read
by o r listens to
National Public Radio.
The stove bums con
tinuously. “ I don’t
wake up with ice on
my mustache any
m ore,” he says.
Dave expects the hors
es to pull between ten
and fifteen logs a day.
He estimates the
largest log this team
has pulled was 6 ,5 0 0
pounds. Tilly and
Jill’s combined weight
is 3 ,7 0 0 pounds. “I
watch their flanks to
see how hard they’re
breathing,” Dave said
as he gauges their abil
ity to go after another
log.
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Many years ago, Dave was diagnosed with
a heart murmur, which often left him tired
and weak, especially in the winter. He took
medication for awhile, but says it made him
feel ‘out-of-it’. He remembered feeling his
best in high school when he kept in shape
on the track team, so he decided to change
his lifestyle. Logging has allowed him to set
his own pace and stay healthy without
medication. With a background in railroad
engineering and a degree in recreation man
agement, he headed to the Northwest to
stay near the mountains and trees.

Everything slows down in the
winter, says Dave. The cold air
is hard on lungs and the hors
es’ breathing has to be
watched closer than ever.
Dave likes to work the horses
a little every day unless they
have hard pulls, which require
a day off. Like athletes,
though, the horses aren’t
allowed more than two to
three days off in a row.
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Women's sports — the path to respect
Covering women’s sports not only is the right thing
to do—
italso sells newspapers these days
By T erri E llefsen

T

and

D avid L edford

hrough the

1970 s an d ’80 s,

b ea u t y pa g ea n t w in n e r s h a d

a better chance of getting into America’s metro newspapers
than women who played in statewide softball champi

it’s the right thing to
do.
Seco n d , it sells
onships. The sports desks knew their lines: No one cares. You’ve
newspapers.
gotta win. There’s no space. “If one excuse didn’t work, they tried
Forty-eight percent
of
the paper’s readers
another,” says Jane Miner, former director of the Utah Network for
turn to the sports sec
Girls and Women in Sports. “You knew you were being lied to. But
tion each day, higher
than the nationw ide
average. Readership
surveys
show
that
34
percent are women,
there was a bigger reason : We were
women. There was a lot of frustration, up 10 points in four years, and Shelledy
credits women’s sports coverage for the
even anger.”
Miner coached five Utah high school gain.
Yet trad ition al sports readers gripe
teams basketball, volleyball and track to
state championships between 1 9 7 0 -7 5 . about the paper’s push.
“It’s obvious that the Tribune’s sports
She compiled a 48-3 record in high school
basketball, and was a finalist for national section has caved in to the liberal feminist
coach of the year in 1979 while leading agenda by featuring ladies sports on its
front page,” says reader Ron Jorgensen of
Weber State’s basketball team.
Her decade of accomplishments was the suburb of Sandy. “Since political cor
summed up in a five-paragraph story that rectness has apparently gained priority
ran on the bottom of the fourth sports over athletic skill...how about some front
page in the March 21, 1979, issue of The page exp o su re fo r those e x citin g
Salt Lake Tribune. Not one of her teams Thursday night women’s bowling leagues?
ever received a line o f type in U tah ’s Or maybe some feature articles complete
with action shots devoted to ladies day at
largest daily.
the local golf courses?”
That wouldn’t happen today.
Jorgensen and other readers have diffi
The T ribu n e is among a handful of
metro newspapers nationwide extensively culty understanding why women’s sports
covering women’s sports. For the past two stories are accom panied with pictures,
years, Tribune reporters have staffed girl’s schedules and box scores. They complain
and women’s basketball, softball, volley that it cuts into features of pro sports fig
T erri E llefsen is a news
ball, gymnastics, soccer, golf and tennis. ures such as Michael Jordan, Steve Young
editor for The Salt Lake
Tribune. David L edford
And nearly every day, a story from the and Barry Bonds.
is deputy editor for news
“My classic example is when BYU and
world o f wom en’s sports lands on the
at the Tribune.
Utah
men’s teams played, and there was a
cover of the paper’s sports section.
picture
of the BYU women’s game on the
Two concepts drive the coverage, says
cover
and
not one spectator in the audi
Tribune Editor James E. Shelledy. First,
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ence,” says David Locke of Sports Radio women prominently. And Hewitt says he
570 in Salt Lake City. “I just don’t get it.” attempts to use art with all women’s sto
Kendra Tomsik doesn’t expect him to. ries to bring more attention to them.
“I don’t believe in equal treatment, but
But the athletic director of Rowland HallI
believe
in fair treatment,” says Hewitt.
St. M arks, a private Utah school, asks
rh etorically, “W hy should girls have
T H AS T A K E N D EC A D ES F O R E D IT O R S T O
Michael Jordan as their role model?”
reach this point. Female athletes have
Adds Debbie Peel, athletic director at
driven to sporting events while their
Woods Cross High School, north of Salt
male
counterparts flew chartered planes;
Lake City: “Sport is sport. Can we only
recognize it at a professional level to give women’s meal allowances have typically
it legitimacy? And why does it have to be been less than men’s; and marketing for
most women’s programs has been virtually
a gender thing?”
Like Tomsik, Peel believes it’s healthy non-existent.
“It was always made clear to them that
for girls to see women portrayed as leaders
in newspapers. It gives them a foundation they didn’t deserve equal treatment,” says
Miner. ‘“And they believed it.”
for their dreams.
The Tribune didn’t completely ignore
“ G irls keep scrap books, to o ,” Peel
adds. “They need more than just the pic women’s accomplishments in sports dur
ture their mom or dad took out on center ing the past two decades. But those stories
often found their way into the lifestyle
court.”
According to the National Federation pages, rather than the sports section.
D uring one o f the rare interview s
of State High School Associations, 2.1 mil
lion girls and 3.5 million boys participate devoted to a w om en’s college team ,
in prep sports each year. But more girls are University of Utah’s Fern Gardner asked
getting involved. The association estimates the T ribune’s sports editor when women
that 127,266 more girls enter sports for would get coverage.
“Fern, win” replied John Mooney, who
the first time each year, compared to an
directed
the paper’s sports staff for more
additional 62,141 boys.
than
40
years.
Those numbers are slowly making an
im pression on ed ito rs at
m ajor newspapers, forever
searching for ways to reach
new readers.
USA T oday does a better
job covering women’s sports
than other papers deemed by
national sports writers to be
the country’s best at covering
games, including the Boston
G lo b e , the Orange County
R e g is t e r , and the D allas
Morning News.
A 1 9 9 0 survey by the
A m ateur A th le tic F o u n 
dation of Los Angeles found
that USA T oday runs more
stories on w om en’s sports
than the other papers, and
that those stories tended to
be longer.
The C leveland P lain
D ealer changed its approach
to wom en’s coverage two
years ago when Roy Hewitt
became sports editor. The
Plain D ealer, which ignored
women’s sports for decades,
now plays its coverage of

I
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"Sport is sport.
Can we only rec
ognize it at a pro
fessional level to
give it legitimacy?
And why does it
have to be a
gender thing?”
— Debbie Peel

Lady Griz soccer team, a
1995 addition to the UM
sports scene, drew big
crowds and good coverage
in the Kaimin.
[Linsey K night]
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Gardner was incredulous. Her team
was one of the state’s best, with more than
20 wins.
“Women were pretty damn upset” that
their efforts received so little attention,
Mooney recalls. But at the time there was
not sufficient space and interest was low
along with the quality of play.
“They [women] thought the whole
thing was publicity,” Mooney says. “But,
do you get the publicity or do you deserve
the publicity? It took men 100 years to
get to where they are today. Some of the

more active young ladies thought they
should get it all in a week.”
Although Mooney feels women have
earned a spot on today’s sports pages, he
says the early years were dreadful.
“I went up to some of those games and,
honest to God, you could count the people
in the seats,” Mooney adds. ‘T would sit
back and say every (boys’) high school
game in the state draws more than the
women’s games.”
(continued on p. 42)

M ontanans' interest drives increased coverage
and play it well; it doesn’t matter if they
and televi are male or female.”
sion sports editors across Montana,
The idea of women competing in sports
wom en in sp orts owe th eir is now m ore a ccep tab le, says George
Geise, sports editor of the G reat Falls
increased coverage to readers’ and viewers’
growing interests. “Our job is not to pro T ribun e. Young women and girls have
mote [women’s sports], but to respond to seen their mothers and sisters out on the
i t , ” says M ike Y aw itz,
court, and they want
sp orts ed ito r o f the
to participate too.
Bozeman Chronicle.
“ N ow w e’ve got
Bob Meseroll, sports
entire generations of
editor of the M issoulian
women who played
agrees. “We try to give
sports whose kids are
our readers w hat they
playing to o ,” Geise
want. We let our readers
says.
guide us.”
However, if there
L arry F ro s t, form er
has to be a front page
sports anchor for KECIdecision, such, as run
ning a story on the
TV in Missoula, says the
media has played a role in
Grizzly football game
increasing the popularity
or a women’s basket
of women’s sports. But,
ball game, the choice
is based on perceived
he said, women’s sports
had already proved them
in te re st, w hich in
selves to sports fans as
M issoula would be
entertaining and popular.
the G rizzly gam e,
says Meseroll.
The fans are telling the
sp o rts
w orld
th at
Frost says for the
past ten years the net
women’s sports are excit
ing to watch. But why
work has had solid
coverage of women’s
now, as opposed to 10
sports, but air time is
years ago?
Women’s teams are playing better now not always equal because decisions have to
than they were before, says Roy Pace, be made based on what the audience wants
sports editor of the Helena In depen den t to see.
R e c o r d . For exam p le, the qu ality o f
“We can ’t ignore the fact that men’s
wom en’s basketball is better, he notes. b a sk e tb a ll gam es outd raw w om en’s
Women are beginning to play basketball at games,” Frost says.
an earlier age, the coaching is better, and
Geise, though, says he can see the day
when w om en ’s co lleg e b a sk e tb a ll in
there is better support from the schools.
According to Pace, “people are more Montana will be bigger than men’s because
of the growing support for the sport.
interested in it if they can play the game
— Krista Ausenhus & J e f f Snyder

A

UM Lady Griz guard
Sherri Brooks drives
for a layup.
[T odd G oodrich ]
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The fleeting fist of fame
The photographer did what he was told, but an angry
cop lashed out at him; suddenly he was part oh the news.
By D an M c C omb

TEADYING MY CAMERA AGAINST THE BAR, I KNELT TO FRAME

S

the jubilant scene as Spokane native John Stockton zeroed
in on the NBA all-time assist record. Inside a local tavern,

S pokesm an -R ev iew , I was
assigned to p hotograph
Fuh rm an, retu rning to
Then one fan focused on me. “Hey, you’re the guy who hassled
C alifornia from a house
hunting trip in N orth
Mark Fuhrman out at the airport,” he shouted. Startled, I tried
Idaho. I went to the air
to ignore the burly stranger and continue port with the idea of reporting the news,
not making it, but I stepped squarely into
my assignment.
“I ought to do to you what Fuhrman the story.
Warned that Fuhrman would likely
should have done,” he said, spitting out
object to being photographed, I chose to
the words.
Stockton scored again. But some of the shoot first, and ask questions later. When
fans turned away from the screen and Fuhrman saw me photographing him in
toward me. I was wishing I were some the airport hallway, he demanded to know
who I was. I told him I worked for the
place else.
“Kneeling is a good position for you,” local newspaper. He ordered me to stop
taking pictures. I replied that I was just
he said. “You’re probably gay too.”
Stockton broke the record, the fans doing my job.
went wild, and I got my pic
ture. Then I got out of there.
Ever since my encounter
w ith Los A ngeles p o lice
detective M ark Furhman at
the Spokane A irp o rt, I ’ve
learned first hand why they
tell you in journalism school
to “stay out of the story.”
In fa c t, I ’ve com e to
believe that, in the best of all
possible worlds, photojour
Dan M cC omb is a
nalists would be perfectly
staff photographer
invisible. While staying out
for the Spokane
o f the story is alw ays the
Spokesman-Review.
goal, sometimes, no matter
He received his
degree from the
how hard you try, you get
UM School of
involved in the story.
Journalism in 1995.
L ast Ja n u a ry 2 5 as a
recently hired staffer at the

a throng of fans cheered wildly and counted down the score.
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Detective Fuhrman turns his fury on photographer McComb.
Summer
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Then Fuhrman slugged me with a brief
case he was carrying. But I kept taking
pictures, partly from fear (if he’s going to
assault me, I thought, at least try to hide
behind the camera), and partly from
more feai (if I come back without
his picture, I’m fired). Shortly
after th a t, he grabbed my
shirt, ripped four buttons
and threw me to the
ground, demanding
my film.
He didn’t get
it, of course,
and the
next
day’s
As Fuhrman walked
down the airport
concourse, McComb
made certain he
would have some
thing for the

Spokesman-Review.
[Photos by D an M c C omb ]
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paper,
followed
shortly by
Time,
N ew sw eek and
countless others,
delivered the fist-swing
ing image of the “racist
cop,” which tapes in the
Simpson trial later confirmed.
On my way home from work
that night, I felt a sense of failure
mixed in with the elation of success. By
coming home with the pictures, I’d done
my job all right. But I’d failed to stay out
of the story. I wondered about the possi
ble consequences. It wasn’t long before I
learned them.
Back at my apartment shortly before
midnight, I found my voice mail already
overflowing:
“Hi Dan, this is Ted Winner from the
television news program Inside Edition,
here in L.A. How are you? I apologize for
calling you so late this evening...
“Hi Dan, this is Kevin Rochford calling
from CBS News in New York...
“My name is David Rentiz, I’m calling
from the New York Post. We were won
dering about your encounter with Mark
Fuhrman...”
Tired but willing to help other journal
ists do their jobs, I spent until nearly 1
a.m. returning and fielding calls. After I
finally went to bed, the phone jolted me
awake around 3 a.m. Two drive-time D.J.s
from Detroit, in search of a racist motive,
w anted to know if I was b lack . N ot
deterred by “N o,” they persisted. “How

about your hair?” They asked. “Is your
hair black?”
At work later that morning, the phone
calls reflected a harsher tone. Hundreds of
angry callers demanded to know why we
had hassled “that poor detective.” How
could we “set him up” like that? What
sort of disciplinary action was planned for
the photographer? Local right-wing talkshow hosts encouraged readers to cancel
th eir su b scrip tio n s. In the end, the
S p o k esm a n -R ev iew lost 2 0 0 paid sub
scriptions.
In the days that followed, I received a
handful of letters, not one of them sup
portive. Luckily, the paper supported me
throughout the period.
Managing Editor Chris Peck wrote a
letter to L.A .P.D . Police C hief W illie
Williams, demanding an investigation into
Fuhrm an’s behavior. Eventually, two
investigators, who spent nearly a week
in Spokane conducting interviews,
found no wrongdoing on
Fuhrman’s part.
However, they said that
the reporter and I literally
trapped Fuhrm an, in
order to provoke
him.
Had I done
the right
th ing?
Driving
to
th e
a irp o rt
that after
noon, I had
u n d e rs to o d
Fuhrm an m ight
object to being pho
tographed. Under nor
mal conditions, I like to
respect people’s wishes. If they don’t want
me to take their picture, I don’t.
But th is situ atio n was d ifferen t.
Basically it came down to one issue for
me. Because an airport is a public place,
did the p u b lic’s right to know about
Fuhrman outweigh his right to privacy?
Besides that, Fuhrman was a public fig
ure by virtue of his pivotal role in a major
trial. He might not like photographers tak
ing his picture, but surely after 2 0 years
on a police force he’d know the territory.
In the end, acknowledging Fuhrman’s
right to privacy meant compromising the
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Access in Montana

Frequently Asked Questions: A guide
for journalists and citizens

or me. It’s true that lots of peobusiness have big egos,
ose I’m no exception: I like my
be
1-27-95
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"W"oumalists and other citizens frequently run up against
I closed doors in their search for information and access,
oftentimes because they’re simply not aware of their
rights. When can a legislative body close a meeting? What
agency records are public? What procedure must a judge follow
to close a court proceeding?
The Montana Journalism Review and the Montana
Freedom of Information Hotline offer this guide in order to
better educate journalists and citizens about public access to
state and local government. Organized, in a Frequently Asked
Questions format, the guide is divided into these three most
common categories: access to documents, access to meetings
and access to court records and proceedings. It outlines statu
tory and constitutional provisions protecting public access in
Montana and spells out rulings from important access cases.
Questions and responses in this guide were culled
from a file of questions journalists have already asked of the
Montana FOI Hotline, a service operated by a coalition of
news media to monitor, insure and enforce the public’s right
to know under A rticle II, section 9 o f the Montana
Constitution. The Helena law firm of Reynolds, Motl and
Sherwood answers a full range of questions, from those con
cerning prior restraint and gag orders to how to respond to a
search warrant or subpoena. Most often, journalists call when
©1996, School of Journalism, The University of Montana

probably keep shooting (Don’t tell my edi
tor). The University of Montana School of
Journalism professors prepared me well
for a life of poverty. “You don’t become a
jo u rn a list to get r ic h ” was alm o st a
mantra there.
Maybe I’m just an egomaniac. Let oth
ers collect the cash, but hold the glory of
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s is
ck.
volvem ent w ith the M ark
itory, for a few days immediateie incident, detracted from my
lo my job.
:ss attention was a distraction,
lgry calls were a concern. Like
•tographers, predisposed to
ther than to participate, it’s no
hich side of the camera I prefer
But normalcy returned as the
;nt by and the O.J. Simpson trial
tded.
had it to do over again, I’d still
standing there in the hallway,
:aking a deep breath and lifting
my camera. The fact remains
that a photographer’s pres
ence gave Fuhrm an a
chance to show the
people who he
was and what
he was all
ab o u t. It
was an

One of McComb’s
fan letters.

ss
e
nselves.
lave to be

fin a year after
ward, it’s rare for anyone to
recognize me as the photograph
er who took Fuhrm an’s picture,
which is just the way I like it.
I haven’t yet figured out how to be
totally invisible. But I’m working on it.
m jr
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Then Fuhrman slugged me w
case he was carrying. But I k
pictures, partly from fear (if ht
assault me, I thought, at least
behind the ciamera), and f
more feai (if I come ba
his picture, I’m fire<
a fter th a t, he gr
shirt, ripped fo
and threw i
ground, d
my film.
He
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As Fuhrman walked
down the airport
concourse, McComb
made certain he
would have some
thing for the

Spokesman-Review.
[Photos by D an M c C omb ]
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they think they’ve been denied access to a public meeting,
document or court proceeding.
A caveat: This guide should in no way substitute for
the legal guidance given daily by the FOI Hotline lawyers.
The purpose of the FAQ is to serve as a quick-reference guide
that will answer the more basic access questions. It should
also help journalists to more narrowly define any further
inquiries they might make to the Hotline itself. Matters of
particular gravity or complexity should always be referred to
either the Hotline at (406) 442-3261 or to the news organiza
tion’s own legal counsel.

O PEN
M E E T IN G S
W hat laws govern access to meetings^

paper,
ontana’s 1972 Constitution includes a “Right to Know”
followed
clause intended to protect the citizen’s right to inspect
shortly by
public
records and attend meetings of public agencies at all
Tim e,
levels
of
state government. This clause, along with other sec
N ew sw eek and
tions
of
Article
II of the constitution, provide the cornerstone
countless others,
upon
which
subsequent
laws — and conflicts — are founded.
delivered the fist-swing
ing image of the “racist
These important sections include:
cop,” which tapes in the
Simpson trial later confirmed.
On my way home from w Section 8 Right of Participation. The public has the right to
that night, I felt a sense of 1 expect government agencies to afford such reasonable oppor
mixed in with the elation of si tunity for citizen participation in the operation of the agencies
coming home with the picture prior to the final decision as may be provided by law.
my job all right. But I’d failed
of the story. I wondered abou Section 9 Right to Know. No person shall be deprived of the
ble consequences. It wasn’t lo right to examine documents or to observe the deliberations of
learned them.
all public bodies or agencies of the state government and its
Back at my apartment she subdivision, except in cases where the demand of individual
midnight, I found my voice n privacy clearly exceeds the merits of public disclosure.
overflowing:
“Hi Dan, this is Ted Winn< Chapter 2, Section 3 of Montana Code Annotated (MCA) fur
television news program Insi ther defines access to meetings in Montana.
here in L.A. How are you? I aj
calling you so late this evening. 2-3-201 Declares the Legislature’s intent that “public boards,
“Hi Dan, this is Kevin Roch commissions, councils and other public agencies in this state
from CBS News in New York.. exist to aid in the conduct of the peoples’ business.” It further
“My name is David Rentiz,
from the New York Post. We
dering about your encounter
Fuhrman...”
Tired but willing to help other journal Fuhrman outweigh his right to privacy?
Besides that, Fuhrman was a public fig
ists do their jobs, I spent until nearly 1
a.m. returning and fielding calls. After I ure by virtue of his pivotal role in a major
finally went to bed, the phone jolted me trial. He might not like photographers tak
awake around 3 a.m. Two drive-time D.J.s ing his picture, but surely after 2 0 years
from Detroit, in search of a racist motive, on a police force he’d know the territory.
In the end, acknowledging Fuhrman’s
w anted to know if I was b la c k . N ot
deterred by “N o,” they persisted. “How right to privacy meant compromising the
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declares that provisions of this part of the law “shall be liber
:or me. It’s true that lots of peoally construed,” that is, in favor of openness.
business have big egos,
ose I’m no exception: I like my
2-3-202 Defines a meeting as the convening of a quorum of a be
public agency to hear, discuss or act upon a matter over which
1-87-95
DflN,
the agency has control or advisory power.
r

EGBr 01NC y

brId HECUlN 't

2-3-203 Says all meetings of governmental bodies of the state,
M
A
R
K
Bfl 8tflRl>8
political subdivisions or organizations supported in whole or
w
ABU0G8UCKING
RRE NOllNG BU»
in k m
in part by public funds shall be open to the public, including
committees and subcommittees. The presiding officer may
. m B B B tR R ® 8 - 1
r HAPPEN Ifl
close a meeting for discussion of a matter involving individ
ual privacy, but only if the officer determines that the demand
»rk BE BRD ENOUGH.
of individual privacy clearly exceeds the merits of public dis
closure. The right to individual privacy may be waived by the ’ Vs
PAUL K , N 1 Y r E
individual about whom the discussion pertains. Meetings may ck.
be closed to discuss litigation strategy when an open meeting volvem ent with the M ark
One of McComb’s
would have a detrimental effect on the position of the public ;tory, for a few days immediatefan letters.
agency. Meetings in which the only parties are public bodies e incident, detracted from my
may not be closed to discuss litigation strategy.
lo my job.
:ss attention was a distraction,
For what reasons can a meeting of a governmental body lgry calls were a concern. Like
be declared closed to the public?
•tographers, predisposed to
ther than to participate, it’s no
- ^ - ^ A s noted above, meetings can be closed should the hich side of the camera I prefer
ILj^r body discuss matters involving individual privacy But normalcy returned as the
(e.g. personnel matters) if the presiding officer determines nt by and the O.J. Simpson trial
that the demand of individual privacy clearly exceeds the ded.
merits of public disclosure. Public bodies may not close meet had it to do over again, I’d still
ings to discuss collective bargaining strategy. Great F alls standing there in the hallway,
Tribune v. Great Falls Public Schools, 255 Mont. 125, 841 P. aking a deep breath and lifting
2nd 502 (1992). Also § 2-3-203.
my camera. The fact remains
Nor may public bodies close a meeting to discuss lit
that a photographer’s presigation strategy in which the only parties are public bodies.
nce gave Fuhrm an a
Associated Press v. State Board o f Public Education, 246
chance to show the
Mont. 386, 804 P. 2nd 376 (1991).
people who he
was and what
What must the officer do to close a meeting?
he was all
ab o u t. It
Meeting closures are at the discretion of the meeting’s
was an
officer. Before closing a meeting, the presiding offi
cer must explain in open session the reasons for closing the
meeting and must also explain each item the body intends to
discuss in private before closing the meeting. For example, a
school board may not close a meeting to discuss personnel
matters, then move on to other business while in closed ses ss
sion.
; e
nselves.
ave to be
3

probably keep shooting (Don’t tell my edi
tor). The University of Montana School of
Journalism professors prepared me well
for a life of poverty. “You don’t become a
jo u rn a list to get r ic h ” was alm o st a
mantra there.
Maybe I’m just an egomaniac. Let oth
ers collect the cash, but hold the glory of
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It should also be noted that individuals may waive
their rights to privacy and allow meetings to remain open
even when personnel matters are being discussed.
Can governmental bodies meet by telephone or other elec
tronic means?

^ Yes, but they must allow the public to participate as
I L ^ outlined in statutory law. Section 2-3-202 MCA
defines a meeting as “the convening of a quorum of the con
stituent membership of a public agency or association ...
whether corporal or by means of electronic equipment...”
Specifically, the state Supreme Court has ruled that a
telephone conference with a quorum is subject to the Open
Meeting Act. B oard o f Trustees, Huntley P roject School
District No. 24 vs. B oard o f County Commissioners, 186
Mont. 148, 606 P. 2nd 1069 (1980).
Therefore, all laws governing public access to such
meetings would apply, and meetings could be closed only for
the exceptions noted (such as when an individual’s right to
privacy clearly exceeds the public’s right to know). The pub
lic body must give notice of the meeting in ample time to
allow the public to participate.
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countless others,
While Montana’s Open Meetings law does not strictdelivered the fist-swing
lL £ r ly require public agencies to post their agendas,
ing image of the “racist
recent rulings combined with other Montana statutes clearly
cop,” which tapes in the
indicate that agencies should post agendas. In B oard o f
Simpson trial later confirmed.
Trustees vs. B oard o f County C om m issioners (1980), the
On my way home from w
Montana Supreme Court ruled that “(w)ithout public notice,
that night, I felt a sense of 1
an open meeting is open in theory only, not in practice.”
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Further, the Public Participation Act requires agen
coming home with the picturt
cies to develop procedures to “assure adequate notice” before
my job all right. But I’d failed
a final decision and to assist public participation in its deci
of the story. I wondered abou
sion-making before the decision is made (§2-3-103, MCA).
ble consequences. It wasn’t lo
Public notice must be given even for meetings that can be
learned them.
legitimately closed to the public.
Back at my apartment she
midnight, I found my voice n
Can public agencies close meetings to discuss collective
overflowing:
bargaining strategy?
“Hi Dan, this is Ted Winn
television news program Insi
No. The Supreme Court threw out that exception to
here in L.A. How are you? I a;
the Open Meetings Act in 1992. Great Falls Tribune
calling you so late this evening.
vs. Great Falls Public Schools, supra. In 1993, the Legislature
“Hi Dan, this is Kevin Roch
amended §2-3-203 to remove the exception.
from CBS News in New York..
“My name is David Rentiz,
4
from the New York Post. We
dering about your encounter
Fuhrman...”
Tired but willing to help other journal Fuhrman outweigh his right to privacy?
Besides that, Fuhrman was a public fig
ists do their jobs, I spent until nearly 1
a.m. returning and fielding calls. After I ure by virtue of his pivotal role in a major
finally went to bed, the phone jolted me trial. He might not like photographers tak
awake around 3 a.m. Two drive-time D.J.s ing his picture, but surely after 2 0 years
from Detroit, in search of a racist motive, on a police force he’d know the territory.
In the end, acknowledging Fuhrman’s
w anted to know if I was b la c k . N o t
right
to privacy meant compromising the
deterred by “N o,” they persisted. “How
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Does the Open Meetings Act apply to committees of the or me. It’s true that lots of peowhole? W hat types of “ public agencies” fall under the business have big egos,
Open Meeting Act?
ose I’m no exception: I like my

be
Section 2-3-203, MCA says the meetings of public
agencies and certain associations of public agencies
must be open to the public. According to the law, these
include public or governmental bodies, boards, bureaus, com
missions, agencies of the state or any political subdivision of
the state or organizations or agencies supported in whole or
in part by public funds or expending public funds.
Further, any committee or subcommittee appointed
by a public body ... for the purpose of conducting business
which is within the jurisdiction of that agency is subject to the
requirements of the Open Meetings Act. This would apply to
committees of the whole, as well as to “work sessions” some
times held by school boards.
The meetings of associations composed of public or
governmental bodies that regulate the rights, duties or privi
leges of any individual must be open to the public.
Can meetings of public agencies and governmental bodies
be closed to discuss job reviews?

The Court has ruled that the public’s right to know is
not absolute, that an individual’s right to privacy must
be weighed against it. In Missoulian v. Board o f Regents, 207
Mont. 513, 675 P. 2nd 962 (1984), the Court ruled that closure
of university presidents’ job performance evaluation meetings
was necessary to protect individual privacy of university pres
idents and other university personnel.
Can a governmental body close proceedings during a hir
ing process?

Governmental bodies, such as school boards hiring
superintendents and fair boards hiring managers, can
close proceedings to the public in order to protect the privacy
of the candidates if those candidates have a reasonable expec
tation of privacy. M issoulian v. B oard o f Regents, supra.
Governmental bodies have chosen to keep candidate searches
open by asking candidates whether they mind public inter
views, thereby eliminating the expectation of privacy. If the
candidates were not told beforehand that the proceedings were
to be open, for instance, a governmental body could justifi
ably close a meeting. Nevertheless, an argument can be made
that the hiring process should be open if the body is looking to
fill a position that is important to the community.
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Should a meeting to discuss the discipline/termination of a
city employee be closed for privacy if the employee wants
it open?

No, according to §2-3-203 (3), MCA: ‘The right of
individual privacy may be waived by the individual
about whom the discussion pertains, and, in that event, the
meeting must be open.”
W hat are the remedies if a meeting was closed illegally?

A decision made in an improperly closed meeting
(L jjp may be voided by an action brought in district court
within 30 days of the decision (§2-3-213, MCA) and a suc
cessful plaintiff can be awarded attorney fees (§2-3-221,
MCA).
Can pictures or recordings be taken in open meetings?
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In the end, acknowledging Fuhrman’s
w anted to know if I was b la c k . N o t
right
to privacy meant compromising the
deterred by “N o,” they persisted. “How
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Does passing notes and whispering among members of
governmental bodies violate the Open Meetings Act?
5-^ There are no court cases— nor sections of statute—
ILJsr that address this issue, but the FOI Hotline has taken
the position that these are borderline activities that violate the
spirit if not the exact letter of the law. The constitutional guar
antee is for the public to be able to observe the deliberations
of the public body. Obviously, if those deliberations consist in
part of the passing of notes or the exchanging of whispered
comments, the public is being deprived of the opportunity to
observe the deliberations in a meaningful way. this is little
different than of the board met behind closed doors. These are
practices that should be discouraged.

Are committee meetings of the state legislature open to the
public and press?

Yes. According to Article V, Section 10, subsection 3
IL Jy of the state constitution, “The sessions of the legisla
ture and of the committee of the whole, all committee meet
ings, and all hearings shall be open to the public.” This
includes when committees are taking votes.
Are political caucuses of the state legislature open to the
press and public?

^

This issue is being litigated. In February 1995, 22
news organizations in Montana filed a lawsuit over
the practice of closed-door caucuses, arguing that caucuses
are “de facto part of the legislative process where important
public policy issues are discussed by legislators” and that citi
zens are illegally being denied their right to attend such delib
erations. In November 1995, District Judge Thomas Honzel
ruled that organizational party caucuses, held before the start
of the legislative session, are mandated by state law and serve
a public purpose. Therefore, he ruled, those gatherings should
be subject to the open meetings law.
Judge Honzel also ruled, however, that the news
media had no legal basis for suing to get access to party cau
cuses held during legislative sessions to map partisan strategy.
These sessions are not mandated by law, the judge reasoned.
Both aspects of the ruling are pending further appeals.
Have a problem with access to a meeting, document or
court proceeding?
Call the Montana FO I Hotline in Helena:

(406) 442-3261
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2-6-102 Gives citizens the right to inspect and copy any
“public writings” of the state, except as prohibited by statute.
The law makes no distinction between “draft” documents and
completed documents.
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Does the right of individual privacy extend to corpora
tions?

The Court has repeatedly upheld this notion,
most recently in Belth v. Bennet, 227 Mont. 341,
(1987). In this case, the Court ruled that a corporation, as well
as a natural person, can assert the right to privacy exception to
the constitutional “right to know.”
Can a request for electronic records be refused, if they are
public?

^ N o . Not according to §2-6-110, MCA, enacted in
B j T 1993. This law provides that each person is entitled to
a copy of public information in electronic format, upon pay
ment of a fee for the time and materials used to transfer the
data.
Can a state agency charge for access to electronic docu
ments?

^ - ^ Y e s . According to §2-6-110, MCA, agencies may
charge expenses for accessing the mainframe and any
other out-of-pocket expenses associated with the request for
information. It also sets the allowable labor charge at the
hourly rate for an employee classified as grade 1 0 , market
salary, if the copying takes more than a half-hour.
Are letters written to a public agency by a private individ
ual public documents?

Yes, Once in possession of the government, letters are
ICjiP public documents unless there is a sufficiently strong
right of privacy that overrides the public’s right to know.
In most cases, those who write letters to a govern
ment agency or body, especially to complain, do not have an
expectation of privacy.
Can a state agency demand that a reporter make requests
for documents in writing so that they may be screened?
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Can a public agency withhold reports alleging gross negli- I
gence or official misconduct by public employees?

This is a gray area in access law as it involves person- f
I L ^ nel. However, recent landmark rulings offer good }
arguments that such documents should be released.
In Bozeman Chronicle vs. City o f Bozeman, 260 |
Mont. 218, 859 R 2nd 435 (1993), a Bozeman police officer jj
was accused of raping a cadet at the state Law Enforcement 1
Academy. No criminal charges were brought, and the officer ?
resigned before any disciplinary action was taken. The city I
and the county denied the newspaper access because, they I
argued, the investigative files were confidential under the j
Criminal Justice Information Act. The Supreme Court dis- 1
agreed, ruling that the police officer’s right to privacy was |
exceeded by the public’s right to know. The court ordered in
cam era inspection of the documents at issue, to protect the f
privacy right of the victims and the witnesses.
Additional support comes from Citizens to R ecall ^
Mayor vs. Whitlock, 255 Mont. 517, 844 R 2nd 74 (1992), I
and Great Falls Tribune v. Cascade County Sheriff, 238 Mont, f
103, 775 P. 2nd. 1267 (1989). In Whitlock, the mayor of \
Hamilton was accused of sexually harassing the city judge. f
No criminal charges were brought, but the city hired an inves- I
tigator to investigate the accusations and to prepare a report
for the city. The city subsequently refused to release the report <
to the public. The Court ruled that the mayor’s expectation of I
privacy was unreasonable as a matter of law: “Society will not \
permit complete privacy and unaccountability when an elect- l
ed official is accused of sexually harassing public employees f
or of other official misconduct related to the performance of |
his official duties.”
In Great Falls Tribune v. C ascade County Sheriff, !
supra, the Court held that the limited privacy interest of pub- <
lie officers disciplined for brutality did not outweigh the pub- 'j
lie’s right to know.
]
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School of Journalism: Montana Journalism Review, 1996
Information Act, court rulings and attorney general opinions
uphold the public’s right to view such documents. Under the
law, telephone logs are considered either “initial offense
reports” or “initial arrest records,” or both. These are public
under the Criminal Justice Information Act. See §44-5-103

or me. It’s true that lots of peobusiness have big egos,
ose I’m no exception: I like my
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(12) (e) (i), (ii)> MCA.
In 42 Op. Att’y Gen. No. 119,J[IV at 11, the attorney
general defined “initial arrest records” as “the first record
made by a criminal justice agency indicating the fact of a par
ticular person’s arrest, including the initial facts associated
with that arrest,” and “initial offense reports” as “the first
report recorded by a criminal justice agency which indicates
that a criminal offense may have been committed, including a
description of the initial facts surrounding the reported

k
t

offense.”
According to the opinion, confidential information in
a initial offense report can be blacked out, but the edited
report should be made available. “When a significant privacy
right is involved, information should be altered by deletion or
other means which preserved the particular individual privacy
interest in question... However, only the very minimum
amount of information necessary to protect the privacy inter
est involved should be deleted.” (42 Op. Att’y Gen. No. 119,
ilV a t

11)

Such advice seems to jibe with a law passed in 1995
protecting the identity of a crime victim. The law says police
cannot release the address, telephone number or place of
employment of a victim if that victim requests confidentiality.
Are drivers’ license photos public records?

Attorney General Joe Mazurek has said he will coniL l^ sider the release of drivers’ license photos on a caseby-case basis.
Are jail occupancy records public?

Yes. Under §44-5-102 (12e), MCA, initial arrest
[ G y records, initial offense reports and jail occupancy ros
ters are all public information.
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When are public records open to inspection?

Section 2-6-104, MCA, requires that public records
[ G * * b e open to inspection be any person during office
hours. Section 2-16-117, MCA, sets office hours from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, unless otherwise provided
by law.
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Can a state agency charge for copies of public documents?

Yes. Section 2-6-102(2), MCA, requires an agency t(
provide a “certified copy” of a document “on pay
ment of legal fees therefor.” The language, according to arApril 9, 1996 memo written by Gov. Marc Racicot, is arcane
and was written at a time when a clerk actually copied bj
hand a document and certified to its authenticity. This statute
may still, however, be used as authority for charging a reason
able fee to cover the costs of the agency (usually the cost ol
labor and other resources associated with finding and copying
the document) when copies of public documents are made.
Racicot’s memo suggests as a guideline a charge ol
10 cents per page. The memo further suggest that requests foi
information through the use of a telephone line may be
charged per minute rather than per page.
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from CBS News in New York..
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awake around 3 a.m. Two drive-time D.J.s ing his picture, but surely after 2 0 years
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When are court documents officially public?

Once a document is filed in court, any member of the
public can have access to it unless the judge has
ordered otherwise in certain special and rare situations. That
means, for instance, that information cannot be withheld
because the parties involved have not been served.
iL jir

Are youth court records afforded any special protection
under Montana law?

These records are far more accessible after recent
iL jir changes in the Youth Court Act, but some records are
still restricted by the law. Specifically, the law (§41-5-603,
MCA) reads: “ ... [A]ll youth court records on file with the
clerk of court, including reports of preliminary inquiries, peti
tions, motions, other filed pleadings, court findings, verdicts,
orders, and decrees, are open to public inspection until the
records are sealed under §41-5-604.” Youth court records and
law enforcement records pertaining to a youth covered under
this law are sealed three years after supervision for an offense
ends, but may be unsealed if a new offense is committed.
Certain records remain private under the court’s dis
cretion. Under §41-5-603, these include “social, medical and
psychological records, predispositional studies, supervision
records of probationers, and any report, charge or allegation
that is not adjudicated pursuant to this chapter.”
Keep in mind that this is a new law, and that court
workers might try to restrict access to such records out of
habit. Under the old law, these types of records were only
opened to the public if the juvenile was charged with an
offense that would be a felony if the juvenile were an adult.
Only then were court proceedings to be open to the public.
This rule also applied to law enforcement records.
Can a newspaper or broadcaster be punished for printing
the name of a youth as long as the information was lawful
ly obtained?

^ No. Laws prohibiting the dissemination of lawfully
obtained information would amount to an illegal prior
restraint and are expressly forbidden under a number of U.S.
Supreme Court cases, including the landmark Florida Star vs.
B.J.F. , 491 U.S. 524, 16 Media L. Rep. 1801, (1989). In that
case, the court reversed a ruling against the Florida Star, a
Jacksonville weekly, for publishing the full name of a rape
victim in violation of a state statute.
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Also, in Smith vs. Daily Mail Publishing Co., 443
U.S. 97, 5 Media L. Rep. 1305 (1979) the Supreme Court
ruled that the government may constitutionally punish a news
paper for publishing lawfully obtained, truthful information
about a matter of public significance only if the government
can show that punishment is “narrowly tailored to a state
interest of the highest order.”

s'
f1

^
*

Are presentence investigation reports public record?

^ - ^ N o . According to §46-18-113 (1), MCA, “All presentence investigation reports must be a part of the court
record but may not be opened for public inspection.” Further,
such confidential criminal justice information is restricted to
criminal justice agencies, those authorized by law to receive it j'
and those authorized to receive it by court order.”
However, both of these statutes have provisions that i
allow a district judge to authorize release of the information.
Subsection 2 of §46-18-113 specifically states that the court
can allow access to others as it considers necessary. Section
44-5-303 allows a judge to enter a court order allowing others
to have access to confidential criminal justice information
upon finding that the demands of individual privacy clearly
exceed the merits of the public’s right to know.
There have been instances where the courts in
Montana have released otherwise confidential criminal justice
information. For example, in a case brought by the Great Falls
Tribune, the names of police officers accused of using excess
force were released. Great Falls Tribune v. Cascade County
Sheriff, 238 Mont. 103, 775 R 2nd 1267 (1989). In another
case brought by the Bozeman Chronicle, the investigation
materials concerning an alleged rape at the police academy
were ordered released. Bozem an C hron icle vs. City o f
Bozeman, 260 Mont. 218, 859 P. 2nd 435 (1993). In a case
brought by the Allstate Insurance Company, the criminal j
investigation records of a person who allegedly committed ■
suicide were ordered released, Allstate Insurance Co. v.
Billings, 239 Mont. 321, 780 P. 2nd 186 (1989).
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ons. It also sets forth a specific procedure for the reporter to
ollow, i.e., make a direct request to the judge.
ire pretrial hearings and suppression hearings open to
he public?

Generally, yes. Under section 46-11-701, MCA, pre[L jr trial proceedings in criminal cases are generally open
o the public. If it appears to the judge that pretrial publicity
nay threaten the right of the defendant to a fair trial, the judge
s first supposed to seek the voluntary cooperation of the news
nedia in delaying dissemination of the potentially prejudicial
nformation until the impaneling of the jury or earlier at the
liscretion of the judge. If such voluntary cooperation cannot
>e agreed to, the judge is then supposed to hold a hearing on
vhether the hearing on the proceeding should be closed.
The judge is supposed to close suppression hearings
ind seal the record only if the dissemination of information
vould create a clear and present danger to the fairness of the
rial and the prejudicial effect cannot be avoided by any rea;onable alternative means.
Should hearings on whether a defendant is competent to
stand trial be closed?

^

Probably not. Again, Montana’s laws (and subsequent
court rulings) carry the presumption that any criminal
3 roceeding will be open, unless a compelling argument is
nade that the defendant’s right to a fair trial is threatened.

What should reporters do if they think a court proceeding
is being improperly closed?

Montana FOI wallet cards (available from the FOI
I G y Hotline) include a statement, to be entered into the
court record as soon as there is a motion to close a criminal
proceeding in a Montana court (see other side):
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Remember, this FAQ is ju st a quick-reference guide.
More complex access questions should be referred to the
FOI Hotline at (406^ 442-3261 or other competent legal
counsel.
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Your Honor, may I address the court?
My name is _________ I’m a reporter for__________ .
I respectfully object to closing this proceeding to the pub
lic and the news media.
The Montana Supreme Court in Tribune vs. District
Court, and Smith vs. District Court, ruled that the “right to
know” provision of the Montana Constitution and the First
and the Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution
guarantee the public the right to attend criminal proceed
ings except in the most extreme cases.
These decisions hold that the closure must be a last resort,
taken only after ( 1 ) a showing of the compelling interests
that demand it, and (2 ) that less restrictive alternatives are
available. Before you rule on this motion to close these
proceedings, I request a recess to let me consult with my
employer and my lawyer. Thank you.
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public’s right to know. And coming back
without pictures was never an option for
me.
When tackling challenging assignments,
I frequently begin at the end by imagining
myself returning with the elusive pictures.
By working backwards, it’s easier to spot
strategic points. In this way, I realized that
if I asked first, Fuhrman might not only
object, but might also cover his face and
disappear.
I didn’t relish the notion o f literally
chasing him down the hallway to get a
shot, any shot, with him actively trying to
avoid me. I decided to take his picture
first. Then I could introduce myself and
make an even better pic
ture. If he said no, I
cou ld sm ile and
leave.
O bviously,
it didn’t
turn out

that
way
C ould I
have avoided
it? P erh ap s. I
could have politely
asked for permission,
and m aybe h e ’d hav
granted it. But I doubt it.
And the idea of allowing Mark
Fuhrman to decide his own news
value was repugnant to me
A lthough, I made money on the
story (about $700 so far ), the thought of
profiting from Mark Fuhrman’s celebrity
never occurred to me until after the fact.
By company policy at the S pokesm anR eview , I get one-quarter of whatever the
newspaper makes on each photo sale.
One can’t complain about earning money
without ever lifting a phone or licking a
stamp.
But I didn’t get into this business to
make money. If the newspaper took 100
percent of the resales, I’d complain, but I’d
probably keep shooting (Don’t tell my edi
tor). The University of Montana School of
Journalism professors prepared me well
for a life of poverty. “You don’t become a
jo u r n a lis t to get r ic h ” was a lm o st a
mantra there.
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The road past Jordan
Covering angry anti-government folks in the state has
been a lesson in patience and judgment
By Patricia Sullivan with Carol Ann B assett

n

O

M arch 27, NBC

field producer

T om C heatham

and his crew drove through an open gate onto a
remote farm northwest of Jordan where federal agents

tem is corrupt, and to receive

immunity from state and fed
had recently arrested two leaders of the militant Freemen

eral charges against them.
In
o th er
parts
of
M on tan a, sh eriffs, court
block. Instead, armed men in a pickup truck stopped the crew
clerks and prosecutors also
and seized their camera and sound gear valued at a total of
received death th reats
accom panied by details
$55,000. “They told us to get going down regarding body bags, hangings and execu
the road back to town,” said Cheatham. tions. Alarmed courthouse employees once
w itnessed a h on king, armed p rotest
“They were brandishing weapons.”
The trouble began two days earlier parade of militia supporters circling their
when authorities arrested LeRoy Schweit workplace in Hamilton and later toting
zer and Daniel Petersen Jr. They were guns into the halls of justice.
Freemen, militia members and other
accused of writing about $20 million in
bogus checks and money orders, and anti-government types repudiate all forms
among other things, threatening to kidnap o f governm ent au thority, refusing to
and murder a federal judge. At the end of license their cars or to pay taxes. They
the 81-day standoff on June 13, after believe they are sovereign citizens gov
many rounds of negotiation, facing dwin erned by their own laws. Many believe in
dling food supplies and increasing FBI white supremacy, favoring selective pas
pressure, the 14 remaining fugitives peace sages from the Bible and their own inter
fully surrendered to agents at the entrance pretation of the U.S. Constitution.
to their ranch on the windswept plains of
IOVERING THIS FRENZIED COLLECTION
eastern Montana. Wary of yet another vio
of angry separatists in M ontana
lent confrontation such as at Waco, Texas,
C
has not been for the faint of heart,
and Ruby Ridge, Id ah o, the FBI had
P atricia S u lliv a n , who
patiently outwaited the Freemen despite Last year, a Billings G a z e tte reporter
has been a reporter for
received a “lien” for $100 million by a sopressure to use force to end the siege.
20 years, including the
During the standoff, as many as 100 called freeman who disputed her descrip
past decade at the
FBI agents had surrounded the 960-acre tion of him as a “federal fugitive.” An
Missoulian, resigned in
wheat farm once owned by Ralph Clark, Associated Press reporter and photograph
November 1995 to be a
who lost his property in a foreclosure auc er were “arrested” and detained by militia
freelance journalist and
tion last October. Those who had holed members after being granted an interview.
WWW page designer.
She is now working as an
up at what they called “Justus Township” An ABC crew and a Polish newsman had
online editor at the San
claimed an allegiance to God not to leave their camera gear confiscated, too. And
Jose Mercury-News.
until their demands were met — namely to the Missoulian was warned that if its char
publicly argue that the nation’s legal sys tered helicopter flew over the Militia of

group. The reporters fully expected to run into an FBI road
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M o n tan a’s headquarters in N o xon , it
might be shot down.
At issue is the role of the press in cover
ing anti-government extremist groups such
as the militia. Questions abound over how
the media should respond to manipulative
tactics, and what reporters should write
about certain incidents or individuals. The
M ontana Human Rights N etw ork has
questioned the celebrity status bestowed
by the news media upon militia members,
calling them “right-wing nuts dancing on
the national stage.”
The stand-off between the Freemen and
FBI agents in Jordan put these issues to the
test. Reporters descended on the town
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from as far away as France, Germany and
Sweden. CBS News set up shop in the only
restaurant in town. With so many media
and so few lo cal residents to talk to
(Jordan’s population hovers around 500),
it was inevitable that local stores would
market t-shirts bearing the slogan, “Have
You Been Interview ed Y e t?” S atellite
trucks covered the plains like mushrooms.
“It’s your usual network and T.V. kind of
g a n g -b a n g ,” said N B C ’s C heath am .
“Pack journalism.”
With no real confrontation to report
after a few weeks, most reporters went
home or hurried to Lincoln, where federal
agents had arrested Theodore Kaczynski,

A militia training exer
cise in the Idaho pan
handle.
[D an M c C omb ]
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the man alleged to be the Unabomber.
The broad brush of editorial comment
soon painted Montana as the last frontier
of “kooks” living on the lunatic fringe.
(See story on p. 30)
OME OF THE EARLIEST MEDIA CONCERNS

S
Under the FBI’s watchful
eye, the news media clus
tered on a hilltop over
looking the Freemen’s
ranch until they were
evicted in late May.
[B illings G azette]

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss25/1

about covering the militia arose in
January 1994, at a community meet
ing in Kalispell. Advertised as a rally
against the Brady Bill and its restrictions
on gun ownership, the gathering drew
about 400 people. It was sponsored by the
until-then unknown Militia of Montana.
Don Schwennesen of the M issoulian
dug out some of the first information on
the group. Shortly thereafter, odd news
began emerging from central and eastern
Montana via the Billings Gazette. Farmers
and ranchers were joining up with old-line
tax protesters to form their own courts
and were clogging legitimate court dockets
with obscurely written briefs. In August
1994, Sherry S. Matteucci, U.S. Attorney
for the District of Montana, sponsored a

meeting of colleagues and law enforce
ment officials from all over the Northwest
to help raise awareness of hate laws and
extremist groups such as the militia.
I first began seriously covering the mili
tia in 1995. In January, big trouble seemed
to be brewing in the Ravalli County town
of Darby. M issoulian editor Greg Lakes
asked me to look into the confrontation
between authorities and Calvin Greenup,
an elk farmer and former dump operator.
Greenup refused to license his elk farm
and questioned whether the government
could legally require him to do so. He had
already been in trouble over the dump,
had refused to pay federal and state taxes,
and the bank was about to foreclose on
his mortgage.
The next month a photographer and I
went to Greenup’s ranch. We sat at his
dining room table, surrounded by reams
of documentation. Greenup’s comments
were half Biblical exhortation and half
pre-2 0 th century legal cases. I filled a note
book with his barely coherent ramblings
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before he showed signs of tiring. Then he
introduced us to his elk, which he had
trapped and tamed.
The day after my story ran, an unlucky
Idaho National Guard pilot flying a black
helicopter on training maneuvers chose
Greenup’s draw to cross the Bitterroot
Mountains. Greenup called out his “mili
tia” — twenty or so friends who arrived at
the ranch loaded for bear, awaiting a sec
ond passover. After my story appeared,
Greenup would no longer talk on the
record. Eventually he decided I was a shill
for corporate and government powers, but
someone in his household still faxed me
statements. My instincts said they were
promoting a confrontation with the law.
Despite calls and letters from law-abid
ing readers, Greenup and others like him
had a ce rta in fo llo w in g in w estern
M ontana. Anyone who talked to them
knew that Greenup would not be the last
to ch allen g e the law. N o r w ould the
freemen in eastern Montana.
W ithin weeks, I traveled to N oxon,
where the militia was running a thriving
m ail-order business. W hen m ilitia cofounder John Trochmann arrived at the
cafe for an interview, he seemed a voice of
calm and reason. T h at impression was
quickly dispelled as he claimed the pres
ence o f Belgian troops in the M ontana
forests, international banking conspiracies
and plots to m odify the w eather. Yet
Trochmann and militia mouthpiece Bob
Fletcher liked my story; they said it got
their point out to the public.

Skurdal refused to comment about his
activities. (He was among those who hid
out at Justus Township.) But Schweitzer
sent Johnson a $100 million “lien” against
her in response to a story she wrote about
bogus money orders bearing his name. In
the article, she had referred to him as a
federal fugitive. “He felt I had libeled
* Johnson said at the FOI conference.
[He said] that he wasn’t a federal fugitive
because he’s not a federal citizen. He’s a
sovereign c itiz e n .” Schw eitzer, whose
arrest on March 25 helped launch the FBI
standoff, is now in federal custody.
What was interesting for Johnson was
writing about what has become a move
ment as opposed to a news event. “It’s
more like a trend, a behavioral kind of
story,” she said in an interview. “The diffi
culty has been in trying to talk to these
people one on one and see what they have
to say in person.” Instead, she’s had to
rely on the sometimes bizarre documents
the freemen have pumped out (see exam
ple on next page).
Another difficulty Johnson’s had is the
constant barrage of questions she receives
from national and international media
who do not understand the issue. “They
just want to pick your brain and run with
i t , ” she said. On the other hand, the
exchange of information with out-of-state
reporters covering the militia in their own
regions has been substantial. “It’s provid
ed m ore backgroun d and helped put
things into perspective.”
Across Montana, small town journalists
faced a different dilemma: how to write
t t h e s a m e t i m e , r e p o r t e r Clair
about the militia when some of its mem
Johnson was also w riting about bers were neighbors — or even relatives.
m ilitia activities for the Billings Ruth Thorning is a reporter at the Ravalli
G a z e tte . At a U niversity o f M on tan
a
R epublic
and a cousin of Calvin Greenup.
Freedom of Information Conference on “I had to work very, very hard to avoid
Oct. 21, 1995, Johnson explained some of appearing to be biased either way,” she
the d iffic u ltie s she had try in g to get said at the conference. “I grew up with,
freemen to talk. In examining cases filed and one of my very best friends, is the
by freemen in state and federal court, she Ravalli County sheriff. So I managed to
found a recurring theme — financial con balance out very well, I think. I didn’t
cerns such as bankruptcy, tax problems have a whole lot of trouble getting access
and property foreclosures.
to inform ation from either side of the
Among those she tried to interview street.”
were R od ney S ku rd al and L eR o y
Thorning explained that when Greenup
Schweitzer. Both were wanted on a variety and M ark Andre were hiding out from
of state and federal charges ranging from authorities, they routinely called her at 6
criminal syndicalism to acts of terrorism. a.m . “ They w anted to know w hat I
The IRS had seized Schweitzer’s crop-dust knew.... They wanted to tell me what they
ing plane to cover part of a $400,000 tax were doing.”
lien, and had taken the title to the home of
ex-Marine Skurdal in Roundup.
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founder John
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arrived at the
cafe for an inter
view, he seemed
a voice o f calm
and reason. That
impression was
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the Montana
forests, interna
tional banking
conspiracies and
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giving too much attention to the militia. I
was on my way to work when I heard the
n A p r i l , a d i s t r i c t c o u r t j u d g e hand
ed Greenup a 15-year suspended sen news. Oklahoma City immediately res
tence on two felony counts of obstruc onated with me — the Militia of Montana
tion of justice following guilty pleas to had pinpointed the city as a place where
charges of harboring fugitives at his Darby the feds were building a “civilian labor
ranch in 1995. Brandishing an oversized camp.”
Trochmann was difficult to reach, but
leather-bound Bible, Greenup told the
when
I finally spoke with him he outlined
judge, “This is the ultimate book. He who
the
significance
of April 19. It’s the date
deviates from this deviates from the law of
in
1993
when
81
members of the Branch
the godhead. Every nation that has fell
Davidian
cult
died
in the fiery ruins of
away from this book has fell away from
their
compound
near
Waco, Texas, after
decency on this planet.” (Greeneup
federal
agents
attempted
to end a 51-day
received a measure
siege. It’s also, coincidentally, the date in
1775 when American Revolution patriot
Paul Revere ended his midnight ride to
warn colonists that the British were com
ing.
Referring to the Oklahoma City bomb
ing, Trochmann charged that the federal
government had blown up its own build
ing. At the time, the national news media
were focusing on Middle East terrorism,
and when I mentioned this interview at
the M issoulian’s daily news meeting, the
report was given no weight. “Let’s not
trivialize this tragedy by bringing in the
militia,” the opinion editor said. The
story was dropped.
Within a day or so, the militia con
nection emerged on the national
scene. I was watching the newsroom
telev isio n when U .S. A ttorney
G en eral Ja n e t R eno described
Timothy McVeigh’s arrest and said
other arrests “around the coun
try” were imminent. To photogra
pher K urt W ilson and I, th at
i meant one thing — the Militia of
M o n ta n a ’s head qu arters in
Noxon were about to be raided.
We persuaded the editors to
rent a h elicop ter. I called
T rochm ann to tell him we
were coming, but couldn’t get
through. Noxon’s a small place, and
neither Wilson nor I had been to the mili
o f revenge in M ay tia’s headquarters. We figured we’d be able
when a lo cal jury aw arded him to spot the compound from the air. When
our cellular phone stopped working, we
$24,000 in compensation for his elk.)
landed at an airfield a few miles away to
call in. That’s when we were told that if
N A p r i l 1 9 , 1 9 9 5 , righ t-w ing
extremists blew up the Oklahoma we flew over Trochmann’s property, we
City federal building, killing 168 might be shot down.
The idea of extremists with itchy trigger
people. What had been a big local story in
fingers
scanning the skies for invading
Montana suddenly became a huge nation
helicopters
did not calm the pilot. We flew
al story and certainly put to rest any ques
directly
over
the river and landed in the
tions about whether the news media were

I

Montana Freemen have
churned out thousands of
legal documents, which
have clogged local court
systems.

O
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park in downtown N oxon. A M issoula
television crew flew in directly behind us.
A huge T.V . van from S p o k an e was
already there, as was a team of reporters
from Spokane. Later, those in the com 
pound denied that threats had ever been
made to shoot down the press helicopter.

an end to the bloody siege at Ruby Ridge,
Idaho, washed his hands of the Jordan
bunch in M ay. “ I d o n 't see any way
they're going to deny [their] oath to God,”
said Gritz. Charles Duke, a Colorado leg
is la to r em p a th etic to m ilitia cau ses,
brought FBI and Freemen together, but
reportedly blew up at the Freemen for
their intransigence, and called on the FBI
to inflict some pain on the hold-outs.
The FBI cut o ff power to the C lark
ranch, and brought in armored vehicles
and helicopters. Agents evicted the news
media from a hilltop vantage point after a
Fox correspondent talked briefly to two
Freemen across a fence. But a final delicate
set of negotiations involving CAUSE, a
right-w ing law firm that specializes in
defending “patriots” and the fringe right
resulted in the Freemen’s surrender.

Where are they
n e x t v i s i t t o N o x o n helped
put things into perspective. I
coming from?
was invited to cover a special
event organized by a high school govern
hristian Identity, a set of
m ent cla ss : a d eb ate betw een sta te
radical religious beliefs
Attorney General Joe Mazurek and John
shared by the Freemen and
some other segments of the
Trochmann. Though the men never debat
extreme right wing in America,
ed, Trochm ann held a press conference
provides the philosophical under
later for the national and international
pinning for their actions.
According to such beliefs, whites
media who’d been barred from the class.
are the “true” children o f Israel,
It was a big moment for the m ilitia.
while blacks, Jews and other races
trace their lineage to Cain, a prod
Here, with a beautiful backdrop of moun
uct of the mating of Eve and Satan
tains, was Japanese TV, an American tele
Under this “Christian” heritage,
according to such beliefs, America
h e l o n g s t a n d o f f g e n e r a t e d little
vision newsmagazine, an Esquire writer,
was created not as a democracy
dramatic news, and none of the tothe Washington Post, and the local media.
but as a theocratic republic whose
die-for Armaggedon footage many
A sm all crow d o f to w n sp eo p le also
only true citizens are white male
predicted would eventually result. That property owners.
appeared. A m ong them was a retired
This heritage was perverted after
nurse named Joyce Coupal. It’s not clear put the premium on trying to understand
the passage of the Bill of Rights;
thus, the 14th Amendment illegal
what T rochm ann said th a t touched a who the freemen are. “It’s been easy to use
ly created a separate class of “ fed
nerve in her, but th is g ran d m o th erly all the cliches and buy into the idea that
eral citizens,” that includes
minorities and women.
woman in a pink jacket decided to chal they’re demons,” says N BC’s Cheatham.
Other “illegal” government acts
“
But
I
don’t
think
th
at
con
tribu
tes
to
lenge the militia mindset.
include the printing of “counter
feit” money, the imposition of.
“John, in the past you’ve been pretty understanding who these guys are — what
taxes (seen as a form of blackmail
irrational,” she said. “Why are you saying they’re charged with and some of their
by a renegade corporation that
these things? We’ve gone over this at the religious beliefs. N ot th at we have to
calls itself the United States), and
the Federal Reserve, seen as a
square dance.... You’re making all these accept their point of view, but I think it’s
Jewish hoax.
irrational statements without a bit of sci important to understand what they believe
The solution for “sovereign citi
zens” then is to declare themselves
in and why, and sometimes I don’t think
entific proof.”
outside the reach of the “corrupt”
Coupal reminded Trochmann that he the media have done a great job of that.”
federal government, and to set up
Others felt that the continuing news
common law courts and file liens
once said only white male landowners
against “phony” public officials
should be allowed to vote. She reported about the Freemen had succeeded in high
who may interfere with such
his connection with the Aryan N ations. lighting the threat that they and similar
courts. At common law trials, offi
cials may be found guilty of trea
She said he told her there’s a basement in grou ps p ose. O bserved T h e M ilitia
son and sentenced to hang.
New York City full of gold bricks, and W atchdog, an online bulletin that keeps
The liens are used as collateral to
back up home-made money
track of various militia groups and trends,
Jews control money all over the world.
orders, which are cashed or used
In arguing against Trochmann’s speech, “. . . in creating a standoff they created
to purchase goods, often at a deep
discount.
Coupal spoke truth to power. She said so even m ore p u b licity fo r th eir bogus
—The Militia Watchdog
checks,
bogus
liens
and
bogus
courts
than
at considerable risk to herself in a small
(http://www.greyware.com/authors
/pitman/militia.htm)
town where she has no guarantee of safe had existed previously. . .Though the
ty. Many Montanans, including some in problems of vigilante courts and rightthe press, wanted the whole controversy to wing anarchists will remain for some time
go away. Ignore the militia, these residents to come, they are finally being recognized
said. Quit giving them so much attention as a th reat and steps are finally being
made to protect innocent people and faith
and they’ll vanish.
T h a t did not prove to be the case. ful public officials who have so far had to
Attempts to end the standoff in Jordan deal with their paper guerilla tactics. . .In
through n egotiation with the Freem en the end, it' comes down to the notion of
became a study in exasp eration Jam es sovereignty. . .In this country, every man
“ B o ” G ritz , th e fo rm er G reen B eret is not a king, contrary to the capricious
colonel, leader o f a m ilitant survivalist wishes of Leroy Schweitzer and Rodney
m jr
movement who in 1992 helped negotiate Skurdal.”
y
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Cliches, claptrap and hype
Headline in a Rome daily: “Mysterious Montana,
land o f trout, bears and fanatical racists”
By Sharon B arrett

utside the window of my office, which is on the third
floor of the Journalism Building on the University of
o

is a
professor at the
University of Montana
School of Journalism
Sharon B arrett
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M ontana campus in Missoula, a beautiful sum

M o n tan an s
at
being
annoyed by the habits of the
mer day rages. Rages? Sure. The wind is national press.
I’m annoyed at Cokie Roberts and
strong. The sun is hot. Besides, I’ve got
some heavy-hitter models of usage on my her fellow journalists for the habit of spec
side. I’ve just sifted through about eight ulating that M ontana, as Cokie put it,
pounds of news stories, commentaries and might be “full of kooks.” “Full of” over
cartoons created — yes, I think created states the case.
I’m offended also by national reporters
will do here — by the arrest in April of
whose
habit was never knowing where
Theodore Kaczynski, the Unabomber sus
they
were.
Take T h e N ew Y o r k e r , for
pect, near Lincoln and by the standoff —
example.
So
what if they were trying to be
at least at the time of this writing, standoff
funny?
I
was
not amused by their cartoon
is close enough — near Jordan between
map of Montana that has
the FBI and the M on 
the
te r r ito r ie s
for
tana Freemen.
“obsessed
environmental
(Freem en is defi
“The difference
ists” and “obsessed antinitely a stretch, especial
e n v ir o n m e n ta lis ts ”
between the right
ly since, with the FBI
reversed.
surrounding them, this
word and the
I was even more put
little band of fugitives is
off
by the San Francisco
nearly
right
word
about as free as a pack
C
h
r
o n ic le and the San
o f horses in a 1 0 -foo t
is the same as that
Francisco
Examiner, since
high co rra l. But Free
they
weren’t
trying to be
between
lightning
and
men is w hat they call
funny,
for
not
knowing
th em selves, so I ’ll go
the lightning bug. ”
how
to
locate
L in coln .
along with that.)
O
ne
had
it
“
5
0 m iles
(P a ck is good. I
so
u
th
ea
st
o
f
H
e le n a .”
had in mind about five
— M a r k T w a in
T
h
e
o
th
er,
“
6
0
m iles
h orses and th a t’s not
n
o
rth
e
a
st
o
f
H
e
le
n a .”
really a herd.)
Most of those clippings I’ve just sift Aren’t they aware that nobody knows
ed through are reports by the national and where Helena is?
I also was concerned about the national
the international press on the habits of the
Unabomber and the habits of the Freemen. press habit of reporting that Montana offi
Probably a couple of pounds are the cials were w orried negative publicity
work of the local press reacting to the might hurt tourism in the state. I think the
h a b its o f the n a tio n a l press. In th a t g ov ern o r and the d ire cto r o f Trav el
Montana were telling the truth when they
w eighty m a te ria l, I jo in my fellow
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denied being worried. They would have
recognized, unlike a lot of Californians,
that when the L.A. Times said winters in
Lincoln “can be evil: 40 below for days at
a tim e” that the phrase “ for days at a
time” means two.
It bothered me also that The New York
Times put the University of Montana in
Bozeman. But maybe I shouldn’t be too
hard on the press in this case. The univer
sity system can be confusing — believe me,
I know. I m ean, once upon a tim e
Montana State was in Missoula.
And finally, I was just plain slack-jawed
by an L.A. T im es writer describing all
M ontanans as having “laconic cowboy
voices.” Gary Cooper, maybe, but he’s
dead. And none of us is that laconic.
w a s o n e h a b i t t h o u g h that I
like. T h at I find liberating. Like
being a Freeman.
I marveled at how often reporters could
describe a structure 1 0 feet by 1 2 feet,
made of plywood walls and a tarpaper
ro o f, with tw o w indow s, each a fo o t
square, with no water, no electricity, and
no cable TV and call it a cabin.
If th a t is n ’t a ra sp b erry to M ark
Twain’s observation about the difference
between the right word and the nearly
right word, I don’t know what is. And
think of where that could lead.
h ere

T
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I mean, breathe a sigh of relief. Dump
the dictionary.
Th e sam e s tru ctu re , id en tical to
Theodore Kaczynski’s abode, if found in
the hills of West Virginia, could be called a
cabin. Ditto on a red dirt plot in Georgia.
On stilts over a bayou in Louisiana.
It’s enriching to be able to use cabin,
shack and shanty interchangeably. I could
invite you to spend a week at Flathead
Lake in my shack, and you’d look forward
to it. Or you could rent a cozy shanty near
Big Sky and go skiing.
Let’s face it. Mark Twain was a fuddyduddy.
I do know someone though, who prob
ably wouldn’t agree. Who might call free
word choice another journalistic inaccu
racy.
A ccording to a story in the Sydney
(Australia) H erald (talk about liberating
language; the Aussies are experts), the
Blackfoot Valley D ispatch, in May 1987,
in a contest called “Pobody’s N erfect,”
offered a $ 1 0 prize to the reader who
could spot the most mistakes in the paper.
R ep o rtin g on the prizew inner, the
Dispatch congratulated one reader for
identifying “ 1 4 7 undisputed e rr o r s .”
The winner: Theodore Kaczynski.
L ast seen som ew here so u th east o f
Helena. Or was it northeast?
m jr

[David Green]
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Cinematic sinners and winners
Washington Post movie reviewer Hal Hinson reveals
some tricks of the trade.
By Mercedes D avison

M
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1996 graduate of the UM
School of Journalism. She
is now pursuing a
master’s degree in
public administration.
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OVIE REVIEWERS THUMBS SHOULD BE AMPUTATED

to

avoid what could be called the Siskel and Ebert
Syndrome, Washington Post movie reviewer Hal

W illiam s play a same-sex
couple faced with the
Hinson suggested recently in a telephone upcoming marriage of Williams’ son to the
daughter of an ultra-conservative politi
interview.
“The critic’s opinion of ‘good’ or ‘bad’ cian played by Gene Hackman.
Examples of movie messages are end
are the least valuable thing they have to
less, and they point to the underlying
offer,” he said.
theme of people trying to find meaning in
Instead, look at the bigger picture.
Remember that movies form a common life.
“One thing I try to do is to be interest
ground and serve as a cultural force in
ing
. . . by identifying, in a poetic way,
America, Hinson said.
“Waiting to Exhale,” which failed to who our modern m ythological figures
win much critical acclaim, drew enthusias are,” Hinson said.
Regardless of the message or the audi
tic audiences because it spoke to the lives
and problems of every day people, Hinson ence reaction, movies should be reviewed
said, describing it as “dense with mes as the sum of a million choices made by
sa g e s.” Led by m ega-stars W hitney the director, Hinson said. Before there is a
Houston and Angela Bassett, the movie movie, there is only a blank screen, and
focused on the friendship of four black nothing is there by accident.
“Movies are really telling now. Just
women looking for meaningful relation
loaded
with meaning,” Hinson said.
ships.
“The American President,” a politically
implausible movie, made an obvious state
ment about what a large sector of the
American public would like to see happen
in the nation’s capital.
Audiences applauded when Michael
Douglas, as president of the United States,
fell in love with an environmental lobbyist
(Annette Benning) and told off the cut
throat media and political rivals when
they tried to interfere with his private life.
“The Birdcage,” a remake of the 1978
French film “La Cage aux Folles,” illumi
nated the cu rren t reflectiv e mode in
America by examining the major institu
tions of marriage, family and religion. In
it, acto rs N athan Lane and R obin

A

ll

r e v ie w s

m u st

b e g in

w it h

an

open mind, said Hinson. Not
every Meryl Streep movie will
deserve an Oscar. And not every Pau
Shore movie will be a drag.
“Junk is wonderful if it’s entertaining
junk,” Hinson said, adding that he never
expected to love “ PeeW ee’s Big
Adventure.”
As a movie reviewer, be prepared to
face a lot o f screens. M ovie screens.
Television screens. Computer screens. And
when the job turns into homework, it may
be time to look for a different line of
work.
(continued on. p. 44)
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Breaking into the men's club
Wom en are finally beginning to make their way into
journalism in Japan, but it isn't easy

By

E l i z a b e t h I c h iz a w a

t

| " '^ H E BUREAUCRAT GREETED THE REPORTER AND GLANCED

at

his watch. As a section chief, dealing with the reporters

JL

who cover Nagano’s prefectural government from their

works 12-hour days and usu
ally grabs take-out with the
press club on the building’s third floor was part of his job, if
other reporters who wander
not his favorite part. Still, this reporter Inoue was quite cordial
in and out of the big, couchdominated press club. She
and attractive — smart outfit, a sprinkle of covers not only daily prefectural business,
but also writes investigative and feature sto
freckles and a big, disarming smile.
Inoue explained that she was doing a ries on subjects that interest her.
“I asked to do this story on enkai,” she
story on enkai, the use of public funds by
officials for after-hours eating and drinking says. “I’m quite interested in this issue. It’s
meetings. Enkai is an entrenched feature of a man’s world, and en kai is part of that,
Japanese business and government and but it is taxpayers who pick up the tab. It’s
much of Japan’s business is done in these going to be a really big story.”
informal settings. Typically men go first to
ER DAY BEGAN AT 9 A .M . with
a Japanese-style restaurant then to a hostess
interviewing officials, rescue
bar.
.workers and victims of floods in
Inoue told the o fficial that she had
obtained information that last year his 10- a nearby village. She then covered a cam
man section alone had spent 30 million yen paign speech by a candidate in the upcom
(about $300,000) on “food expenses.” She ing national senate election. At some point
wondered if he would comment on this and she will return to the press club to write
explain the need to have meetings where reports in the cluttered cubicle she shares
the bill for food, drinks and entertainment with six other Shinmai reporters. She will
costs 30,000 to 40,000 yen ($300 - $400) a get home between 9 and 10 p.m. When her
husband, a Shinmai copy editor, returns at
head.
The bureaucrat scowled. He was not 2:30 a.m., she will not be waiting up.
Inoue’s long hours are normal for jour
used to this kind of snooping by reporters.
nalists
and most white-collar workers in
Why can’t this Inoue woman be satisfied
Japan.
But
for a Japanese woman, Inoue’s
with the prefectural briefings and press
life
is
hardly
typical. “Journalism is still a
releases? Anyway, what is this woman, and
E l iz a b e t h ich izaw a
an obviously pregnant one at that, doing as man’s world,” she says. “People think I’m
is a graduate stu
hard-news reporter? She should be covering special. I am special.”
dent at the UM
There are still few women reporters in
the woman’s pages or better yet, home fix
School of
Japan, although their numbers are increas
ing dinner.
Journalism and
D inner would have to w ait. As a ing. Of the 100 reporters on the Shinmai,
lives in Nagano,
reporter
covering prefectural affairs for Nagano Prefecture’s largest newspaper,
Japan
S h in an o M ain ichi (Shinm ai), N agano’s only 10 are women. Still, that is 10 times
largest daily newspaper, H iroko Inoue the number in 1985 after Inoue was hired.

H!
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and Inoue’s man in the upper-house Diet
election is a minor party candidate.
“Political campaigns are boring,” she
says. “There is no one big topic. Every
party says it will work to improve the busi
O U RN A LISM HAD N O T BEEN in her career
plans, but after earning a degree in ness situation.”
Women are still not a powerful force in
English from Tokyo U niversity of
rnational Studies, she did a stint as an Japanese politics. “It is still a man’s world,”
office worker at American Express and she says. “Candidates pretend to care about
hated it. The Shinmai job’s main attraction women’s issues, but they don’t really. They
was its location in Nagano, her hometown. focus on men, they speak only to businesses
She passed the grueling general knowledge or labor unions. They go to the places
exam given to all candidates, was hired and where men go. The campaign workers are
mostly men. Women stay in the back
immediately assigned to the police beat.
“The first day I was so confused. My ground preparing meals or making phone
editor didn’t tell me anything,” she recalls. calls.” While the number of women in poli
“The teaching of journalism in Japan is like tics is increasing, it is mostly at the local
craftsmanship. Younger people get on the level and they tend to focus on women’s
issues. Female candidates are up against not
job training from older journalists.”
That first year was hard. The 23-year- only the entrenched political machines
old Inoue w orked noon to m idnight funded by big business, but against
“ambulance chasing.” She followed police Japanese voting patterns in which employ
men around, badgering the macho, closed ees’ loyalty to their companies tends to
mouthed officers for information on crimes, extend to the voting booth. “Candidates
approach companies for support,” she says.
arrests, accidents and emergencies.
“From that beat I learned how to get “You vote with your company. Women
information,” she says. “It was good, hard generally vote the way their husbands do. It
news training. I was lucky. I was the only is a very relational thing.”
female reporter and people remembered
l o n g w i t h f o l l o w i n g her candi
me. I developed relationships with the
date’s campaign, she talked to
policemen. I would visit their houses. Some
voters. She found that people in
older officers treated me like their daughter.
Nagano,
as elsewhere in Japan these da
It was hard to get information, but they
are
disillusioned
with
politics. “Most peo
watched my work, and saw that I was a
ple
feel
they
have
no
power to change
professional. They began to respect me.”
things
and
are
not
very
interested in poli
From the police beat, Inoue moved to
tic
s
,”
she
says.
Inoue
herself has seen
business reporting and then to covering the
enough
to
make
her
somewhat
cynical. “I
prefectural government, mainly general and
medical affairs. During election campaigns, know some politicians who are honest, but
reporters are assigned a candidate to cover most politicians don’t care about the future
of Nagano. They only care about their

The only woman reporter on the staff
back then covered the “Life” pages. Inoue
was the paper’s first female news reporter.

J
There are still
few women
reporters in
Japan, although
their numbers
are increasing.
O f the 100
reporters on the
Shinmai, Nagano
Prefecture's
largest newspa
per, only 10 are
women.

A

Hiroko Inoue
with her husband
and baby boy,
Yu. She has
taken on the
double challenge
of being both a
newspaper
reporter and a
mother.
[E lizabeth Ichizawa]
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careers. It’s a power game, it’s about how
much power they can get.”
Inoue often writes about women’s issues.
When she was exp ectin g a baby last
October, she had difficulty finding profes
sional-looking maternity clothes. Her shop
ping excursions turned into a story. She
interviewed department store representa
tives and customers and found what was
behind the dearth o f sm art m aternity
clothes: the widespread assumption that
women always quit their jobs once they
become pregnant
A ugust she will finish a one year
maternity leave, a benefit all Japanese
companies now must provide. After
that she plans to return to work and will
need full-time child care. As she found out
in a story she did while pregnant, most
women do indeed quit their jobs when they
have a baby, and seldom resume working
until their children are in grade school.
Child care for infants and toddlers is hard
to find. Nursery schools are set up to care
for very young children, but few stay open
later than 4:30 p.m. There is a strong feel
ing in Japan that children under three need
their mothers’ exclusive care.
Although she wants to keep working full
time, Inoue knows going back to 12-hour
days will not be feasible with a toddler.
“My company is being very flexible,’* she
says. “Most pregnant women who want to
keep working are put on the mommy track.
I may request a less demanding beat, work
part time, or maybe I’ll free lance. On the
other hand, if I can’t work the same hours
as male writers do, I’m not going to go up
the same ladder as my colleagues. I don’t
necessarily want to go up the ladder, I just
want to keep writing.”
T h is desire is not ty p ical o f many
Japanese journalists, according to one critic
who says reporters seem less interested in
journalism than in becoming salarymen at a
big company that happens to run a news
paper. Inoue’s husband supports her desire
to keep working and so do her parents,
who encouraged her to pursue a profession.
She has worked hard at that profession.
In 1 9 8 8 , she to ok a one-year leave to
attend journalism school at the University
of North Carolina. “I was interested in
journalism education, which we don’t have
in Ja p a n ,” she explains. But I found in
North Carolina that it was also on-the job
training. You go out and do a story and the
teacher corrects it, just like an editor. I

I

n
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think the American system is better because
you learn the basics and get legal knowl
edge.”
She also worked for the Chapel H i|l
H erald, an experience that honed her skills
and made her a tougher reporter. She
learned the importance of getting “real”
information beyond the official press releas
es that constitute so much of Japanese
news.
Japanese reporters tend to simply copy
down what officials tell them. In trying to
maintain harmonious relations with those
they are covering, reporters don’t like to
appear pushy or ask probing questions.
Instead, Inoue explains, “We try to estab
lish a personal relationship with the person
we cover. We will go to the person’s house,
or go out drinking with him.
“Sometimes it works. Sometimes they
will disclose something they won’t at work.
But getting the real story is hard in Japan.
We don’t have anything like the Freedom of
Information Act. I’m impressed with the
American right to information, not just for
journalists but for everyone. American
journalists will even sue for information.
That never happens here. So Japanese offi
cials are very secretive.
h e N a g a n o g o v e r n m e n t , for
exam ple, has made most deci
sions concerning the 1998 Winter
Olympics behind closed doors. Information
about construction plans, costs, and envi
ronmental effects has been hard to get.
Shinmai found out the government spent
$28 million on the campaign to bring the
Olympics to N agano. “It was big, big,
money,” Inoue says. There were stories of
people on the Nagano Olympic Invitation
Committee giving “very expensive gifts” to
International Olympic Committee mem
bers, jetting to Europe first class and using
the campaign money for personal expenses,
she says. But when Shinmai and other local
news media asked officials for an account
of how the funds had been spent, the offi
cials said the records had been lost. “Even
now they are hiding information about the
Olympic preparations,” Inoue says. “It is
very bureaucratic.”
Th ere have been charges by citizen
groups that the local news media, including
Shinmai, were pressured by powerful inter
ests in business and the government not to
publish articles, editorials or letters that
would jeopardize Nagano’s chance to host

T
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want to keep
working are put
on the mommy
track. I may
request a less
demanding beat,
work part time,
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the Olympics. During the three-year cam
paign, the papers did not print articles
about potential financial or environmental
costs of the games. “It’s true Shinmai did
not print negative articles,” Inoue says.
“Part of the reason is that it was difficult to
get inform ation.” She does not know if
there was pressure to suppress negative
articles.

“Parents want
only boys to go
to four-year
colleges. I f a
woman goes to a
high-ranking
college, people
say she w ill have
a hard time find
ing a husband.99

freedom and leisure time that men envy. (A
recent survey found a majority of men
would like to be reincarnated as women.)“I
think most women are satisfied with their
lives,” she says.
Still, for women who want to have a
career, the barriers can be formidable. The
widespread assumption that women will
always quit to have a family makes compa
nies reluctant to hire women for careertrack jobs, despite a 1986 equal opportuni
ty law baring companies from discrimina
tion based on gender.
Although
women make up over 40 per
plans
is
cent of the Japanese work force, only 3 per
cent of all managers in business and 1 per
cent in government are female. Women
who want to continue to work after becom
ing pregnant are often p laced 'o n the
“mommy track.” If a woman in a career
track job takes a year off to have a child,
she may find herself working as a lowly
office lady when she returns. Inoue knows
one woman who had a good public rela
tions job at a phone company.
When she became pregnant, the compa
ny transferred her to a job taking customer
complaints. “I myself have been lucky,”
Inoue says. “My company has been good
to me, but many women are not so lucky.”

y e a r i n A m e r i c a honed her
English as well as her reporting
skills. She believes one reason her
paper is being so flexible about her
they need good reporters who can speak
the language. “I can interview foreigners in
English, and not many journalists at my
paper can,” she says.
Her English skills have helped her get
plum assignments. She covered the Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro. “In Rio, I was
impressed how journalists from all over the
world used their broken English to get sto
ries. Among all the journalists, only the
Japanese used interpreters.”
She blames the lack of English ability
among Japanese people even after six to 10
years of study to poor instruction. “The
instruction in English is very bad in Japan.
Even the English teachers can’t speak and
the students have no opportunity to use
English. In school you can’t make a mistake
h e s a y s J a p a n e s e b e l i e f s about the
on the exams. People won’t try to speak
role of women also affect girls’ edu
English because they still don’t want to
cational
opportunities. Only about
make a mistake. I think my paper will have
a
third
of
students at four-year universitie
trouble with the Olympic games because
are
female.
“Parents
want only boys to go
there will be many foreigners in Nagano.”
to
four-year
colleges.
If a woman goes to a
She w ants to w rite about Jap an ese
high-ranking
college,
people say she will
women for American publications. “Before
have
a
hard
time
finding
a husband.” Often
I went to the U.S. I had the impression that
a
university
education
makes
it harder for
American women were really liberated
women
to
get
a
job
as
well.
“In
Nagano,
compared to Japanese women, but it’s not
companies
still
prefer
junior
college
gradu
really true,” she says. “In the South, people
ates,”
Inoue
says.
“They
want
young,
beau
are very conservative. The girls get married
tiful
women
to
work
around!”
at an early age and don’t want a career. It’s
Still, being female has not handicapped
the same as in Japan”
Inoue
as a reporter, she says. She has to
“I think Japanese women have more
tread
carefully
in this man’s world, though.
choices than men. Not every man wants to
She
is
careful
to appear professional, yet
work the crazy hours of a Japanese salary
man, but there is no choice for them. I feel not come across as too assertive or unfemi
sorry for Japanese guys because they don’t nine.
“I think that for a female journalist in
have the chance to be office ladies. After
my baby is born, I can work part time or as Japan, you have to get respect. Especially if
a free-lancer. I’m freer than my husband. you look young, they think ‘She’s cute.’
He has to work for the company for 30 Japanese guys prefer cute women. I some
times have to pretend to be cute to get the
more years.”
Japanese women wield power in the story. If I’m too serious, they don’t talk to
home, Inoue says. They control the finances me at all. It’s hard to keep the balance.” m j r
and make most of the m ajor decisions
affecting family life. They have the kind of
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Cold cameras, warm hearts
A video producer on Alaska’s North Slope learns
that the big city rush gets her nowhere fast
By N atalie M unden R ingland

A

S A TELEVISION PRODUCER, I WAS USED TO BEING IN A

hurry. I had worked with several companies that had
me dragging myself to bed in the middle of the night

N

atalie

M u n d en

is a 1988 grad
uate of UM’s School of
Journalism. She lives and
works on Alaska’s
North Slope.

R in g la n d
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and spending my days with a phone in
each hand.
My career in television production had
been fun but bad for my health. It could
be hard on my conscience, too, depending
on who was paying me. I did my best to
produce program s for D em o crats,
Republicans, environmentalists or indus
trialists.
But I wanted a change. I wanted to
work somewhere where I could make a
difference.
In 1991, Alaska’s North Slope Borough
selected me to fill the video producer posi
tion at the government television studio.
W hen I stepped o ff the plane at the
Barrow airport, I was ready to roll up my
sleeves. My stop watch hung around my
neck. I soon found, however, that rushing
about wasn’t the way things are done up
here.
My first interview was with the mayor
of the village of Kaktovik on Barter Island
in what the outside world knows as the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. I met
him at the local restaurant for what I
thought would be a 15-20 minute chat
that would allow me to arrange some
activities to videotape. Since I didn’t want
to take up too much of his time (or mine,)
I whipped out my notebook and began
asking him about contacts and possibili
ties. Instead of answering my first ques
tion he said, “You sound like you’re from
the city.”
“Well, yes,” I said. “I just moved up
here from Anchorage.” Where was he

going with this? He said, “Let’s order
some coffee first. We can talk about [busi
ness] after we visit.”
The 95-minute coffee break that fol
lowed was my first lesson on working in a
m ulti-cultural environment. I left the
restaurant with his promise to hold a com
munity potluck and Eskimo dance just for
our cameras. When I returned with the
production crew a week later, without my
stopwatch, the mayor met me at the air
port with a bear hug.
The chance to work at the top of the
world, with geographically the largest
local government in the world at 89,000
square miles, where polar bears roam the
local scenery, was exciting enough for me
to leave my husband o f 5 m onths in
A nchorage with an agreem ent th at I
would stay only a year. Four months later,
I flew back to help him pack for his move
north. The North Slope Borough School
District had hired him to work at their
new video production and fiber-optic dis
tance-delivery education facility. Now we
both had dream jobs on the “Slope.”
Our relatives thought we were nuts to
leave Anchorage for the Alaska Bush,
where many people live without toilets
and running water, but we wanted the
adventure. We hurried to sell the car, put
our junk in storage and get our dog on the
plane."
Now, my responsibilities include devel
oping ideas for video p ro d u ctio n s,
research, script writing, planning shoots,
directing, shooting, editing, narrating and
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graphics design. The North Slope Borough
TV Studio is an in-house facility. We work
under the public information office. Our
mission is to provide information to inter
nal and external audiences. Some of it is
propaganda, intended to sway voters and
politicians — but much of what we do
focuses on recording a lifestyle as old as time.
y biggest challenge is not

M

Liv

ing in the bush in a different cul
ture (although I am sometimes
reminded that I am an outsider when I’m
the only one in the room not joyously
awaiting the arrival o f a pot o f boiled
whale tongue), the most difficult aspect of
my work is representing the voice of the
Inupiaq people to outsiders who may be
ignorant, impatient or prejudiced.
I am part o f the “ m in ority ” on the
North Slope. An Inupiaq person I know
in town refers to Caucasians as “people of
non-color.” “Non” seems to have a nega
tive connotation, meaning less-than what
a person could be, but I’ve become used to
it and regularly refer to myself as a non
native.
But being non-native does not keep me
from re-training m yself to a ct, as the
Inupiat would say, like a “real” person.
Being real means not only respecting the
community in which I live, but participat
ing in it as well.
To become more like a “real” person,
I’ve studied local history and learned
painful truths about N ative Am erican
efforts to be heard.
Along the way I have
broken more than a
few rules, but have
been forgiven because
I honestly try to do
better the next time.
D oing
b etter
means, among other
things, successfully
resisting the urge to
gag when I sam ple
some of the local deli
ca cie s, like m igaq
(pronounced mig-eeyuck.) T h is prized
dish is a m ixture of
bowhead whale blub
ber or maktak (mucktuck,) m eat, whale
tongue and b lo o d ,
which ferments for at
least a week.
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My first taste of this dish was an expe
rience I’ll long remember. At the blanket;
toss or nalukataq (nal-ook-a-tuck) festival,
held after a successful spring whaling sea
son, I scrambled to the port-a-potty to
puke my guts out. Sheepishly I returned
to the gathering of smiling elders who
knowingly said “tanik” (ton-ick, meaning
white person) and shook their heads in
sympathy: I hadn’t been raised right.
Later one of them asked me, “Don’t you
think cheese is disgusting?” She had a
point. Cheese is rotten, curdled milk left
to mold — but I love it because I grew up
with it.
M y statu re in the com m unity as a
“tan ik ” who at least tries to overcome
what are seen as my cultural shortcomings
was strengthened when I began talking
with the old whaling captains who hang
out at the post office. After five semesters
of Inupiaq, I can have short conversations,
which please the elders to no end. They
pat my back and nod approvingly at
Qaummaluk. That’s me. The name means
“bright sunshine.”
Studying the language not only con
nects me to the community but improves
the quality of my work. I catch mispro
nunciations, misspellings and can more
efficiently work on bilingual projects.
Some of my Caucasian friends ask, “Why
bother saving a language only spoken by a
few thousand people?” For starters, some
ideas or ways of describing things just
don’t translate well. There is a tremen-

The most
difficult aspect
o f my work is
representing the
Inupiaq voice to
outsiders who
may be ignorant,
impatient or
prejudiced.

Ringland stands in
front of whale bones
near an old whaling
station, now the wellknown Brower’s
Restaurant.
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Ringland visits with
Arthur Neakok, a
village elder, at the
local post office.

Here, laughing,
smiling and
having extra
long coffee
breaks with
people before
getting down to
business is polite.

dous effort all across the North Slope to
preserve the ancient memory and way of
being wrapped up in the Inupiaq lan 
guage.
Language is a tricky tool. Two people
reading the same material may perceive it
quite differently. This is especially true for
those in a bilingual community.
For a tourism video I produced about
Barrow this year, well-known Inupiat cul
tu ral p reservatio n ist Ja n a H archarek
agreed to read the script and make sugges
tions. She made a change I would never
have considered. The original version
read, “We never lived in snow igloos or
rubbed noses, for that matter. We don’t
understand how these stories becam e
known around the world.” Jana changed
it to, “We don’t know how these stories
became known around the world.” For
Jana, the words “don’t understand” in the
first d raft could imply “ incapable of
understanding.”

W

HAT I HAVE LEA RN ED

H ERE

IS

that when working in a multi
cu ltu ral en v iro n m en t, it is
absolutely critical to pay attention to the
way people perceive things. What makes
sense to one person might seem inaccurate
or even offensive to another. I continually
work at being aware of all the nuances in
any script I write. To do that, I have to
slow down and think about it.
When I produce a video program for
the North Slope Borough, my job is to get
the target audience’s interest and present
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the message in a way they can accept. The
targ et audience may be N orth Slope
Borough employees, hospital patients, ele
m entary-school students, international
environmental watchdog groups or federal
government officials.
When the target audience lives in the
lower 48 states, I use mainstream words
and communication methods to deliver
Inupiaq political, economic, historical and
cultural ideas. Many times I use a quick,
MTV-style to convey my point.
The dominant culture in our country
won’t take people seriously if they laugh
or smile “too m uch.” Here, laughing,
sm iling and having extra long coffee
breaks with people before getting down to
business is polite.
Until decision makers in the outside
world become more like “real” people,
taking more time to ponder all the angles
of an issue and listen more carefully, the
Inupiat are content to use “non-native”
words and ways when necessary to accom
plish their goals.
For example, to cover the thorny issue
of oil development in the 1002 Area of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, known as
ANWR (pronounced Anwar), my advisers
and I approached the script in a documen
tary style. People all over the nation are
polarized on this issue. I didn’t think a
traditional “village gathering” atmosphere
was going to grab the attention of anyone
who might have an opinion somewhere in
the middle of “yes, drill” or “no, don’t
drill.” Instead, we traveled to the area and
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talked with the villagers who would be
most affected by any decision.
The 1002 Area is the coastal plain of
ANWR, next to the declining Prudhoe Bay
oil fields which have provided, at the
height of their output, up to 25 percent of
our nation’s domestic oil production. The
land belongs, has always belonged, to the
Inupiat, but it is controlled by Congress.
The Inupiat want to expand drilling oper
ations in the vast, open space of the plain
near current oil production operations.
I T

I he eco n o m y of th e N orth

Slope

Borough is based on the property
J . . taxes collected from the oil indus
try. However, the Inupiat do not want to
drill anywhere near the mountains of the
Brooks Range and are continually frus
trated by outside special-interest groups
who claim that this is the case.
Also, the North Slope Borough is fight
ing hard to prevent off-shore oil produc
tion. With the ocean pushing around ice
bergs the size of houses, the Inupiat ask,
how could a spill cleanup possibly be suc
cessful? Subsistence hunting of sea life is
too important, they say, to take the risk.
To portray the Inupiat point of view on
the ANWR debate, we taped the dance
and potluck activities pre-arranged by the
village mayor with the enthusiasm of the
whole town. A N orth Slope Borough
Search and Rescue crew flew us to a glaci
er bed where we could interview the
mayor in an environment difficult for our
target audience to casually ignore — the
Arctic. The mayor stood on his land and
made his point.
I chose a middle-aged, white narrator
and tried to mold the production into
som ething th a t looked m ore like a
“Discovery C hannel” educational pro
gram than a public relations tool. The
North Slope Borough Public Information
Office sent a copy of the video to every
member of the House and Senate.
I’ve produced programs on cultural
activities, archaeological erosion, subsis
tence issues, international Inuit (the name
for the worldwide Eskimo community)
concerns, health and employee assistance
programs and disaster response training.
Some of the productions are in English;
some are in Inupiaq.
One example is a documentary I am
producing. It begins,“For thousands of
years, We, the Inupiat people of Alaska’s
North Slope, have gathered berries, roots,
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mosses, leaves, flowering plants, sap and
birch cuttings at estuaries, along small
streams and across the spongy, tufted tun
dra of the Arctic landscape.” It is about
the use of traditional edible and medicinal
plants and is written from the perspective
of an Inupiaq Eskimo concerned about
preservation of a culture both accepting
and fighting against assimilation into the
dominant, largely white culture.
For historical programs, I have found it
is important to take the time to study local
lore. If I do not seek out this information,
I may be seen as callous, appearing inter
ested only in getting my project done. If I
worked on a project and didn’t include an
elder who had an important role in the
issue, many people in the village would
not take what I did seriously. I would slip
a few rungs and would have to work
toward re-gaining respect.
Reporters and television crews that
come up to get a taste of the Arctic, only
wanting to take from the community,
often go away with only half the informa
tion that they could have used. Many
times these stories are seen locally as
skewed or just plain inaccurate and locals
might say, “See, I told you she didn’t care
about finding the real story.”

I

R E A L IZ E JO U R N A L IS T S H A V E T O W O R K

with deadlines, but being flexible and
inviting people to coffee is good start
for getting an accurate and fair story. I
think the most effective and most profes
sionally fulfilling way to work in a multi
cultural environment is to take a little
extra time, listen carefully to what some
one has to say about their community.
Although I live at the top of the world
in isolated Barrow, 350 miles above the
Arctic Circle and 400 miles away from the
nearest road, I learn new lessons every
day. For each new project, depending on
the message and the target audience, I do
my best to use video to speak in the voice
of the Inupiat or in the voice of the out
sider. To speak in either voice I must be
connected to both ways of thinking. To
be connected I must slow down, listen,
learn my lessons — and leave my stop
watch at home.
MJR

“For thousands
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Alaska's North
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birch cuttings at
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small streams
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spongy, tufted
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It’s the old chicken and egg argu
ment: What comes first, decent cover
age or a crowded arena?
M en’s basketball floundered the
first 40 years it was played because
newspapers didn’t cover it. Sports
writer Ned Irish is credited with creat
ing the catalyst for what has since
become a national obsession by pro
moting a college double-header at
New York C ity’s M adison Square
Garden in the 1930s.
“M ore exposure produces more
fans,” says Ron Goch, assistant direc
tor o f m arketing and sales at the
University of Utah.
Annette Cottle agrees. She’s coach
of Utah’s only women’s professional
volleyball team, the Predators. “For
the first year [we played], we aver
aged about 2,000 fans and outgrew
our facility. I noticed attendance went
up with coverage.”
N ew spaper co n su ltan t N ancy
Woodhull says it’s a cop-out for edi
tors to use attendance figures to deter
mine which games to chronicle. Few
citizens attend city council meetings,
yet newspapers cover them because
issues affecting readers are discussed.
“We should look at women like a
huge suburb we don’t cover very
well,” she adds. “We need to look at
women not as a gender issue but as a
com m unity o f people we need to
cover because they are our readership, our customer.”
The heart of this problem is that
there are not enough women writing
sports stories, Woodhull argues. And
no one wants to be tagged the “resi
dent sports feminist” in a male-domi
nated world.
“There is a tendency to suggest sto
ries you will get patted on the head
for,” Woodhull adds. “You have to
make [sports editors] realize that
what women sports writers bring to
the table is valued.”
Editor Shelledy values wom en’s
sports so much he has issued a man
date: There will be an effort made
each day to include at least one
women’s story on the sports front.
The 16 men and one woman on the
staff agree with the premise. But some
feel they’re being asked to do the

impossible because there isn’t that
much in the world of women’s sports
worthy of displaying on the cover.
“Sometimes it’s not a question of
news judgment,” says Tribune sports
editor Kurt Kragthorpe. “It’s a ques
tion of filling the quota.”
And that, says sports writer Mike
Lewis, results in pandering. He argues
that the newspaper looks dumb when
it plays a third-rate women’s event on
the cover rather than a breaking tradi
tional story on men’s sports. “If I’m a
woman reading the paper and I see
the [story] is the third round of the
Safeco LPGA (golf tournament) I’d be
insulted,” Lewis says.
Adds staff writer Joe Baird: “I’d
argue that if we had a woman in the
slot (on the sports desk) and she saw
that story, she wouldn’t put it in.”
Yet what’s pandering to some is
greeted with anticipation by others.
Many Tribune readers have been so
starved for women’s sports they are
grateful for any story published.
“There are times when I’m more
offended when the women’s sports are
not covered at all, and yet you’ll see
something on duck hunting,” says
Linda M ayne, athletic director at
Olympus High School in Salt Lake
City. “T h ere may even be a big
(women’s) event that is not covered.”
While space has increased some,
th ere’s no arguing th at increased
attention to women’s sports has cut
into traditional coverage. Phil Miller,
a long-time sports reporter and desk
editor, worries the Tribune has traded
“depth for breadth.”
And because one of the six stories
on the cover is set aside for women,
it’s tough to get a breaking story on
the section front, says prep writer Jay
Drew. “We have the Ja z z , the
University of Utah, Brigham Young
University and Utah State University.
When they all play, I pick up the
paper the next day and say, ‘If we did
n ’t have the q u o ta, I’d be on the
cover.’”
Jill Jo h n son , the T r ib u n e ’s sole
woman sports writer, hears these
co m p lain ts every day. S till, she
believes the paper is moving in the
right direction. “ It’s neat to see a
small city like ours as a front-runner
nationally,” she says.
mj r
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— w hich m eant n o th in g o f
course,” he says. “That was the only
thing I had thought about doing and
my wife had a decent job, so I didn’t
go out and beat the brush and try to
find other real work.”
After having published hundreds of
magazine articles and eight books,
mostly on wildlife, Turbak is still at it,
churning ou t sto ries from his
Missoula home. He has a computer, a
fax machine and a phone from which
he’s conducted thousands o f inter
views, an efficient arrangement wellsuited to the independent nature of
freelancers.
“I ’d rather do it on the phone,
because I can sit there in my under
wear and they don’t know the differ
ence,” he says, laughing.
After plugging away for nearly 18
years, how much is Turbak earning?
“ I suppose, if you ignore b o o k s,
$30,000 would be a good year,” he
says.
The coolest stuff out there
Magazines take advantage of the
surplus o f asp irin g fre e la n c e rs.
Talented writers new to freelancing
can expect to make less than first-year
teachers. When W all S treet Jo u r n a l
veteran D an Baum and his w ife,
Margaret K nox, left the newspaper
world and began freelancing from
M isso u la, th eir com bined annual
incom e shru nk from $ 8 0 ,0 0 0 to
$ 2 8 ,0 0 0 . Even so, Baum says the
merits of freelancing far outweigh the
drudgery of daily newspaper work.
“Life improves in indirect propor
tion to the number of contacts you
have with editors,” Baum says. “You
work for newspapers and editors are
in your face all the time. When you’re
a freelancer, they’re not. Nobody can
send me out to do stories I don’t want
to do.”
Baum acknowledges the financial
drawbacks of freelancing, and warns
potential freelancers that they must
not delude themselves. If writers think
freelancing means long lunches and
assignments gallivanting around the
globe in the style of Hemingway, they
better reconsider.

“ Being a freelancer has more in
common with being a shoe salesman
than being a novelist,” he says. “I
think you have to have the personality
or at least the willingness to shame
lessly prom ote yourself, to get out
there and drum up business, and call
people and schmooze. And another
thing that helps is an understanding
that you have to do almost as much
research to write a proposal as to
write the story itself.”
Baum and Knox have managed to
put together large proposals by recy
cling shorter stories. If, say, they are
researching a story on gas and oil
drilling on trib al lands, they first
might try and sell a 700- to 1,000w ord version to the Los A ngeles
Times. Using this material for a pro
posal, they might then query a maga
zine, maybe M other Jon es.
“The trick in freelancing is figuring
out how to do that research without
going broke,” Baum says.

A
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is graduating from maga
zine articles to books. A story
Baum did for The N ation on the vio
R em em b er w hen . . .
lation of civil liberties at the hands of
the war on drugs later evolved into an
a rtic le fo r T h e A m erican Bar
A sso ciatio n Jo u rn a l. W hen Baum
tried to sell a piece to M other Jo n es
and the editors didn’t want it, he
decided to go for a book. He sold the
rights to a publisher in the fall of
1 9 9 3 and the b o o k , “ Sm oke and
M irrors: The war on drugs and the
politics of failure,” came out in June.
W ith all the fin an cial struggles
Baum and Knox went through when
they became a freelancers — and a
future with no guarantees — has it
been worth it?
“Oh, Christ, yes,” Baum says. “It’s
the greatest life there is, I think, if
. . . your stories came back covered with
what you like to do is write and get
red
ink? You knew then that you were a
around and see things. It’s an unimag
journalism
student, didn’t you? Capture
inably great career. You spend your
that special time with this new T-shirt.
days by d efin itio n lo o kin g at the
Front features logo; back features
coolest stuff out there, talking to the
cartoon. Shirts are white with black and
coolest people there are — because
red design, all cotton, pre-shrunk, avail
th a t’s w hat people w ant to read
able in large and extra-large. To order,
about. And then they print it, and
send a check for $12 for each shirt to
MJR, Montana School of Journalism,
they put your name on it, and then
Missoula, MT 59812.
they pay you for it. It’s like it’s almost
too good.”
mj k
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A movie reviewer needs to step
back and approach the film from sev
eral angles, Hinson advised. One of
the most important things to do is to
translate the language of the director,
perhaps by thinking of a conversation
with someone new.
Speakers drop a lot of clues about
where they’re coming from and what
they’re trying to say. In the same way,
a movie reviewer can watch a movie
and get a deeper sense of what the
director is trying to communicate,
Hinson said.
Review ers should also put the
movie into the con text of current
social situations and evaluate them in
th at ligh t, said H in son . A lso, he
noted, it’s important to value that first
gut reaction to a film or to an actor’s
perform ance, rather than to overintellectualize one’s response. Finally,
don’t be afraid to give the reader an
opinion, but tell him or her more than
whether or not the movie is worth
their seven bucks.

Some examples of Hinson’s recentmovie reviews :
Mr. Holland’s Opus: “ [Starring]
R ichard D reyfuss in fu ll-th ro ttle
W ilford Brimley m ode.” “A wellintentioned, primitively manipulative
commercial for arts education fund
ing.” “The result is a crudely drama
tized, thinly veiled position paper that
beats the humanist drum so obnox
iously that you almost begin to root
against its platform.”
Bio-Dome: “ [Pauly] Shore’s brain
is a cess pool where the most distress
ing things keep floating to the sur
face.”
From Dusk ’Til Dawn: “We should
have known we were doomed when,
during a recent interview in a British
m agazine, Q uentin Tarentino ap
plauded Paul Verhoeven’s ‘Showgirls’
as one of the best movies of the last
year.”
If Lucy Fell: “The truth is that
Schaeffer (director and co-star) ... can
neither write, direct, nor act. He can’t
sustain a narrative flow, his staging is
clumsy, and his few ideas are only
partly articulated.”
mj r
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